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"One stands on a high mountain and sees long lines or son,
women, and children moving slowly forward. They come from
•vorywhere. They are rosy-cheeked girls from the fares, and
their palor-faced sisters from the cities whose feet aohe
from long hours behind bargain counters. Ther« are plow boys,
and sons of millionaires, and boys with the sallow oheeks of
the tenements. ere are old women with hands reddened and
coarsened by work and with eyes grown listless with long
waiting. There are old men who hobble on crooked sticks,
and children with the flash of the sun 1 a sold in their hair
and the happy laughter of innocence in their voices. There
are the schoolboy, and the savant, and the man of no learning
at all. There are men and women of every raoe and of every
tongue, moving slowly forward, seeking something, seeking,
searching, yearning— asking for a place to dream. All about
them is the roar of the cities, the confused. Jangling noises
of life that Is hurried, rushed, propelled forward at a
breathless speed. JSvery minute of evory h>ur of svery day
they come-- millions of them. And ov*r and above them, and
In front of them, attracting them on, offering that which
they desire, are billions of flickering shadows-- the motion
picture, Who shall estimate its importance? Kho shall at-
tempt to say what it means to the world?"
Will II. liayes
Former President, notion 1 icture rroduoers
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It has been the purpose of this study to investigate
problems revolving around the assumption that the production
of instructional nation pictures shoulxl be governed by
definite and acceptable principles of psychological learning
aa adaptable to the unique characteristics of teaching
through films. In consequence , this s-uay has attempted to
investigate some of die sore iaport&nt of those related
learning principles thst appear to be essential in uw pro*
duotion of effeetive instructional films. 'fhe aost pertinent
of the applicable motion pieuire learning principles have
been compiled and emphasised tnrough integration with selected,
practical film production teonnlques developed by resent re-
searoh In this Tie Id.
the methods and procedurea employed in gathering the data
involved a detailed investigation of currently accepted prin-
ciples of learning, selecting the most appropriate of these,
and applying them where feasible to eurr netrueti i.til film
production techniques, 'rule was aocomplisi^ed by a broad re-
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Army, Havy, and Air Force Instructional Film Research Project,
and implemented by the writer's personal training and exper-
ience in motion picture photography.
Proa the investigation conducted by this study, there
•merge several basic conclusions relevant to motion pictures
in training, orientation, and Information,
1, The Instructional effectiveness of teaching films can
be iocretised, provided that improvements ar« Instigated in
all stages fro* produot.ion to utilisation, and not simply at
the production stage alone.
2. The relationship of the film content to the audience
and the relevance of rila use, are as important to the effec-
tiveness of films in instruction as is the film itself.
?.. Treatment of i ilia content in accordance with pertinent
psychological and instructional principles which gov«rn audi-
ences reaction is of greatest important) . r- labors te Musical
scores and special effects app er to ho of minor importance
in instructional films.
It can be assumed from this study that motion pictures and
television arc potentially powerful mass communication devices,
further research seems indicated in order to more clearly de-
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In the culture of today —%1— pictures comprise 93 per
cent of all theatrical entertainment, tula la irrespective of
their uae in schools, colleges, and military services as part
of educational courses. Immigrants are shown free films aa
part of the program of Americanization. Motion pictures
taken through microscopes and X-ray machines are used by
scientists in their laboratory studies as well aa by educa-
tors. Kewsreals have become a vital form of news reporting
and a vivid medium of recording current history. use and
other notion picture types are rapidly becoming an important
part of television programs. (1
Statement of the problem . It is the purpose of the
present study to investigate the problems revolving around
the assumption that the production of instructional motion
pictures should be governed by definite and acceptable prin-
ciples of psychological learning as adaptable to the unique
characteristics of teaching through films. It is firmly
believed that such principles must be incorporated into the
production stage of the instructional motion picture if the
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Consequently, the primary purpose of this study has been to
discover and learn son© of the more Important of those
re laced psychological learning principles that appear to
require essential and necessary consideration If educational
motion pictures, be It direct projection or televised, are
to fully exploit their many outstanding teaching potentiali-
ties.
A secondary purpose has been to compile the most dynamic
and pertinent of these apparent motion picture learning
principles, parallel them with selected, practical film
production techniques developed through recent research, and
include them all in she thesis as a basis for useful appli-
cation as well as a guide to further study.
Importance of the study . *f all the Inventions of
modern times were carefully grouped and catalogued with
respect to their particular contribution to the intellectual
and cultural environment of America, orm invention would, by
the very nature of its influenoe, stand out from ail the
others — - die motion picture. )nly In recent years has the
pinnacle of success reached by this very desirable entertain-
ment medium been ostensibly threatened, and that by a virtual
blood relative of the cinema, television, be that as it may,
It bee 'mes readily evident that inasmuch as the motion
picture and television do have so much in ooarson, ther^ oan
be no avoiding the prediction that eventually the two will be
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or educational pouontiaia, as the case may ^e. /.a a result
of such an incorporation, the older, more experienced film
norla will oon tribute ail of its cinematic technical skill
and stagecraft to the potent and greater distributing power
of electronic picture transmission through the ether. Onoe
certain economical, engineering, and political obstacles have
been surmounted, the American public will be at the msrcy of
a new and formidable cultural machine. This television of
the immediate futuro will oe realistically and forcefully
capable of presenting any event or phenomena to citizens in
every walk of life through the alsple expedient of J licking
a switch. (17)
Thus, it behooves tne educators of today to take proper
measures to harness this impending Frankenstein monster while
it is still in the embryonic stage, it is the directors,
supervisors, and coordinators of visual education in educa-
tional systems, institutions, and organisations who must
continue to establish liaison between teacher and film pro-
ducer. It is they who will promote the program among those
who must support It and those who will execute it, and it is
they who will admlniater the program on the local level.
Subaequently, it la important that these groups understand
one another *s problems and points of view, and that they work
together in the solution of problems to mutual satisfaction.
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loators must understand the problems of producers. Visual
educationists must understand both. (21)
Although problems peculiar to this specific situation
are still In the foraeeable future, preparations will have
to be msde now. Sot only will regulations and legislation
have to be established to forestall unscrupulous propaganda
and nefarious educational presentations, but effective and
praotloal principles of educational learning will have to be
complied, consolidated, and proven in the intervening years
prior to the influential onslaught upon boss intelligence.
By erecting a bulwark of constructive rules and requirements
for the production of teaching film*, the quality of the edu-
cational future of generations to cone can not help but be
reasonably assured. Fortunately such a procedure can and is
being currently investigated. The eventual establishment of
sound principles governing the production of teaching films
following a uniform code of arrangement, in order that the
utmost learning may be derived froa motion pictures, will
constitute an important milestone in the employment of visual
education methods. (13)
oban (21) has pointed out that now, as never before,
educators and the public alike seem to be convinced that edu-
cation must shed its bookish quality, and that it must deal
vigorously and effectively with social issues and moral con-
duct. Tne late enemies of world War xl have demons tra ted the
effectiveness of organized education in teaching a set of
ft
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moral principles (to Amerioans, Immoral) ao conclusively as
to dominate tne thinking, fooling, and aotlng of an over-
who lining proportion of the population. Their educational
techniques and procedures were complete and effective-- so
muoh so as to throttle deviation of Individual thought and
action. But they demonstrated the power of the educational
process AS SUCH when all oodia of education are put to use.
Hoban (21) continues by showing that commerce follows
films. Ideas and enlightment also follow then. This has
been illustrated in films produced and used in the morale,
information, and instructional programs of the war. More
than ever is there need to mobilize these same resources
to advance and disseminate the technology and morality of
peace. Perhaps events will transpire to prove that Thomas
A. -dloon was not too far afield when he predicted, "the
only textbooks needed will be for the teacher* s own use.
Films will serve as guide posts to these teacher-instruction
books, not the books as guides to the films. Pupils will
learn from films everything there is in grades from the
lowest to the highest --- Films are inevitable as practical-
ly the sole teaching method.** (9)
Limits of the study . Tiie motion picture is perhaps one
of the most widely used of all the available teaching aids.
It is capable of depicting processes, operations, and concepts
v-
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involving a continuity of sound and movement, and can easily
create an illusion of reality. Through foe medium or uhe
notion picture, it in possible to show many things not
normally visible u> the human eye, such as actions which are
too rapid or too alow for observation, or objects which are
too large or too email to be seen otherwise. Invisible
actions can be Illustrated by the use of the animated oartoon
type of action picture. (32) However, it must be understood
that no amount of precise planning and care in the production
of the "ideal9 teaching film would be of much avail unless
th» additional factors incorporated in the ultimate presenta-
tion to the student audience are taken into account. :iuch of
the effectiveness of the educational fllai depends upon the
intelligent use of the film in Use classroom, the overall
quality or an educational motion picture depends upon the
degree of the control and supervision by she instructor, if
the instructor lacks an intelligent and mature appreciation
for the medium, or fails to develop insight into the proper
employment of audio-visual aids, he may inadvertently oreate
a negative value for the film's carefully designed portrayal.
Therefore, although it is realised that the very effec-
tiveness of a film depends largely on these relative factors
of intelligent presentation, it also becomes apparent that no
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exist independent of the other. An ins tructional film oan
hardly anticipate being really effective if the asethods and
environmental Influences of the clussroom presentation are
to be the only accepted criteria upon which to base motion
picture production planning. A consideration of this assump-
tion has provided sufficient merit in the belief that there
exist applicable teaching principles which are most pertinent
to the producing end of instructional film production to
warrant pursuance of the problem as a study isolated from the
inevitable toaoher utilisation, as a consequence, the study
has been Halted to those particular indices of film learning
behavior which should be the direct concern of each and every
conscientious producer of valid and reliable teaching film.
Furthermore, in view of the considerable number of psycholog-
ical learning principles currently under observation, a con-
sideration of all of them would be virtually impossible for
a problem of this professed scope. Therefore, this study
has purposely been restricted to only those major and
generally accepted psychological learning principles which
indicated the greatest promise for a satisfactory conclusion.
lucation through the medium of television has been
briefly mentioned, in view of the fact that, in so far as
the over-all learning behavior of the general viewing
audience is concerned, there is fundamentally little basic
diff renoe between viewing a motion picture directly or by
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8on the postulate that individuals can learn from television.
It should be obvious that if students can learn from a
motion plfttars film they can likewise learn fross television.
The quality of telecasts is now being improved through the
use of motion pio burs films specifically designed for &els-
vision. Evidently, she type of information that oan be
learned from Hatching the television screen is the satoe as
that which can be learned fross watching a notion picture.
(4ft) in consequence, except in specific, appropriate instances,
no further reference will be directed toward television as
a factor affecting this study. It can, therefore, be
rightfully assumed that contemplations of film learning
behavior will apply equally wall to television techniques,
ix. tm m
jttithod^ of procedure. 1. A detailed investigation of
major principles of effective learning established by modern
educational procedures was aaade In order to determine their
adaptability to learning through the tedium of tha laatruo-
mi motion picture. Thin was accomplished by a study of
the available literature and implemented by psychological
and educational courses of study at ?he Ofeiw bwafce University.
2. The most adaptable of these learning principles have
been applied, with commensurate reservation, to current
techniques of instructional film production. This wss made
6.tin t
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9possible through personal experience and training In the
aotion picture field, & broad review of available litera-
ture, and a discerning analysis of the Joint amy, iiavy,
Air roroe Motion riotura HiftMPth roject no* in progress
at the Pennsylvania beate College.
S. Conclusions regarding learning through motion
pictures has been arranged in such a Miif as to arouse
possible interest among those producers 01" educational i lias
who nay lack a thorough understanding of the essentials of
learning behavior, 'it is hoped that such a presentation
will lead to a comparative consideration of the learning
principles of members of the training fiias industry.
As already intimated, no specific attempt has hsan made
to analyse the techniques for employment of the completed
instructional filsia in a particular teaching situation, nor
has any rationalization been directed toward the soral
raraif ioations of presenting propaganda, good or bad, through
educational motion pictures. These studies are considered
to be of sufficient importune© and magnitude to constitute
independent research in their own right.
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REVIEW 0? fV AlOHi
Long before viorld War 11, schools and colleges used
films as aids In academic instruction, out progress was
slow In staking or using notion pictures in organised educa-
tion so as to provide broad social orientation, to diaaim-
lnate important information on social, scientific, and
cultural development a, or to Influence the moral conduct
of both individuals and groups. The most encouraging factors
in educational motion picture developments during the war
were the magnitude of their employment by the armed
services, the effectiveness and efficiency of their distri-
bution, and the significantly broadened and enlarged vision
of the scope of their usefulness. The army and navy found
that training periods could often be reduced by half for
men in praotioally every branch of the service by teaching
them with films. Hundreds of suoh training pictures were
produced, ranging on subjects from bombing tactics to the
use and care of rifles, big guns, and airplanes. The devel-
opment of improved educational film techniques proved
profitable in the teaching of surgery and medlolne, to the
extent that the artistry of the world's best surgeons could
be brought to the remotest corners of the world via the
motion picture screen. Improved application of motion
pictures give doctors everywhere a chance to study the
10
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diseases and sanitation conditions which exist thousands of
miles away, in other countries and continents. Of great
Importance has been the advances Made in me thuds of high-
speed photography, and pictures taken through microscopes,
thus providing vivid understanding of things heretofore
unseen and about which theories could only be postulated. (IS)
In Britain the Introduction of f lists into school and
university teaching has met a certain amount of resistance
frota the mora conservative teachers and instructors, who
feel that visual aids (particularly sound films) will tend
to usurp the place of the teacher and lead to the "mechani-
zation" of education. Thus, many of the experiments in the
use of films have been designed to show that, properly
used, films are valuable aids to teaching. (19)
On the other hand, many teachers and local education
authorities have been doing a great deal of individual
experimentation in order to find more effective ways of
using visual aids in the lesson situation. (19}
Film producers and educationalists in Britain are well
aware of the need for fundamental research Into the psychol-
ogy of learning from films, and into the factors involved
in making instructional films which will be more effective.
The producers of instructional films have also been insti-
gating some experimentations, namely: (1) In trying out
films at the rough-cut stage in actual class situations,
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(2) In the insertion of blank spaces in films at appropriate
spots bo that the projector can be stopped and a discussion
take place. (5) In the use of very short films (2-5 minutes)
to illustrate a single point. (4) in the insertion of
Questions in films to provoke thought and discussion. (19)
According to Hoban and Van fenwftf («J3), more than 200
separate research studies of educational effects of notion
pictures have been conducted In the United States and else-
where. The large number of these studies precludes the
feasibility of attempting a detailed summary of each. Never-
theless, in view of the fact that the very large number of
notion picture training fllns produced during the last war
have had such a marked affect on the research, production,
and employment of educational films, a short review of the
results from a Tew of the more significant wartlse film
research studies and experiments has been prepared. The
summation serves to indicate the broad educational Implica-
tions of some of the data and subsequent justification In
current education.
One of the most interesting studies was that conducted
by the .*ray Air Force in 1945. Concerned with the fact that
there existed at the time no accepted guiding principles
regarding tha subjects in which the motion picture could be
expected to give better instruction than ordinary methods,
and lacking a body of knowledge relative to the instructional
techniques peculiar to motion pictures which gives them an
SI
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advantage over or,;v:r learning methods, the A&P decided to
oonduct some experimentation in this area. (15)
An experiment, fairly typical of the aeope of the Air
Force study, was desired to compare the over-all effective-
neaa of the training film with mat of an illustrated lecture
(oral instruction with visual aids) and with the study of an
illustrated manual (written instructions with visual aids).
Tiie results of the experiment pointed up several special
advantages of the motion picture as a training device.
Specifically, the portrayal of operating mechanisms; the
varied timing of mechanisms; the importance of trie subjective
{ onlooker) viewing angle; consequences of inoorrect choices
of trainees; realism in training; and personalisation of
abstract ideas were discovered to he governing factors
contributing to the training film's advantage. Notwith-
standing, certain inherent disadvantages were made clear.
These were principally with respect to such things as per-
sonal relationship and guidance which a good teacher can
bring into the classroom situation. However, the AAF
developed the general conclusion that if films were developed
and used along the lines suggested by experimentation and
experienoe, the training film could be a very effective aid
to instruction. (15) (lti)
The wartime research studies on values of films in the
U.S. &rwf training program were made by competent experiment-
al psychologists. Some interesting and important data were
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compiled which shed light on the iwport of films in an
educational prograu. ihrou£h Uie uso of draining filas in
conjunction with a special training prograa fox* teaching
eioaentary reaciing and arithmetic, mora than i*3 per cent of
l Ml *hc entered the ar&y as "functional illi ;eratee w
sere taught to read and to do elementary arithac-tic accord-
ing to standards defined by educators. (21)
Other interesting data on the relationship of the
audience to the aaount of learning 1"roa a f list resulted from
studies coi.uuc lac by the Researcn Branch of the U.S. Aray'a
-nfora&tior and Lducation Division. In one Instance, a
aature fll&, in point of view, technique, and concepts, waa
shown to a group of selecteee, which was matched in nuaber,
a&e, and educational background with another group to whoa
the fila was not shear-. ,s a result, it was noted that both
the grade school una the high school or college educated
selectees' learned soue thing froa the fila, but that those
whose educational background included high school or college
experience learned acre. Pros the experiment s, researchers
concluded that the core the audience brings to an education-
al action picture, the aore that audience receives froa the
picture. (21)
One of the aost significant and far reaching action
picture research prograas yet devised has been the Instruc-
tional Fila he search Project currently being carried on at
the Pennsylvania iitate College under the auspices of the
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Joint Army, Kavy, and Air irorce. The project, actively
starting in early 1947, has in the Intervening years attempt-
ed to give full and undivided attention to a detailed consid-
eration of the basic problaras involved in improving the
Instructional efficiency of motion picture films. Previous
attempts at research on instructional sound f lias have
generally failed or ended with inconclusive and unsatis-
factory findings because of leek of resources, personnel,
and tires commensurate with, the complexities and difficulties
of the problem. 15)
Many unusual prooleas have confronted the Instructional
Film Research irogram. Because, as is true in many other
fields, there was not a substantial body of well established
finding In the area of sound films as instructional and
training communication to serve as a base, research had to
be started largely from the beginning. Only related fields
provided proven methods and procedures for successful com-
parison. Furthermore, It was difficult to convince persons,
other than those who were attempting research in the areas
of instructional sound films, radio, and television, of che
complexities and difficulties of the problems encountered.
Consequently, unnecessary delays were encountered in program
prosecution, (o) Nonetheless, the research has continued,
despite obstacles, governed by the postulate that, regardless

















it the testify of axiating principles of motivation,
paroop-^j i, and learning offers oho beat conceivable ap-
prouc.es and orientations for research on instructional and
:>rmational sound motion pictures. ^6) The work la still
in progrcas, and la»9fa> as funds and personnel continue to
be alloted, ttui study should continue In fores to a success-
ful and indisputable conclusion in whs near future.
Jayne, (27) among the more recent investigators, compared
the factual learning from lectures for one group of freshman
a«udon*«s with the learning from silent films for another
group. xiR subject in either case was general science.
Jayno discovered that although the iioiiediate gains froia trie
lectures were higher than those from the films, these? differ-
ences became less as the time interval increased, Hiilpott (39)
compared the performance of five groups, taught by film only,
film plus oosaaentary, slides only, slides plus commentary,
oral lesson, respectively. He found very small differ-
ences from the "film onlyn method, iiall and Cashing (20)
employed three methods, apacii ioally, lecture, reading
assignment, and films. They concluded that the learning
effected vas a function of the material taught and of the
learner. Sons of the three methods proved to be eons latently
better or poorer. It may be concluded, therefore, tnat, at
least for the imparting of factual knowledge, sole dependence
on films as teacher* is neither impossible nor unrealistic.
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The evidence suggests that In mass training programs such a
>•«4nre may be both practicable and effective. It would
be necessary, of course, to explore Its Halt* in terras of
the kinds of subject natter to which it night be applied,
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In general, research cu Uxor i ties who have oor.pl© ted
extensive investigations in the field of learning from films
support the conviction that systematic theories of learning,
perception, and attitude formation constitute the proper
frame of reference for orientation in instructional film
research. (6) as a oonaequence, in order for Improvements
in the quality and effectiveness of ins true clonal films to
be rsade possible, it would seem Imperative that those per-
sona responsible for making these films, the script writer,
the director, the technical advisor, the cameraman, and
above all the producer, be well acquainted with at leaat a
few of the basic principles of learning and the way in which
oertaln film techniques may be used to apply these princi-
ples in instructional films. The very nature of the motion
picture medium predicates that the thinking, planning, and
processing of Its adherents be in visual an auditory terms.
Furthermore, as non-specialists in the fields of psychology
and education, motion picture personnel often find the
language of the psychologist and the educator to be obacure
for their purposes. In anticipation of this discrepancy, it
is believed that by verbalising some of the basic psycholog-
ical learning principles, and in turn relating them to
18
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accepted motion cloture techniques, educators and film
producers will be furthered in their attempts to establish
a common vernacular and in their efforts to think in oomsaon
terns regarding techniques and procedures applicable to the
production of effective instructional films. (47)
Since the turn of the century, study in the field of
human and animal learning has experienced aaasing develop-
ments. Mastery of the extensive literature now available,
by any single person, wouli be an herculean task. Any
numerical listing of the wealth of empirical data and gener-
alisation, of special and general theory, and a variety of
points of view and of Interpretative systems, would be
astronomical in scope, Naturally, when there is a prepon-
derance of theories and interpretations, a certain measure
of disagreement results. ;4any genera ligations may be re-
garded as valid for the present, others must be regarded as
tentative and questionable because of the luck of reliable
or adequate data, while with sane topics no generalisations
are permissible due to the direct conflict with the empirical
data. (37)
'endenhall has defined learning as a continuous process
in which a change in the behavior or attitude of the learner
can be readily detected. Talk to me about learning and I
will show you what i have learned by what I doj". (56)
Therefore, learning can be logically interpreted to oe a
process of changing behavior by the leurner and may be
81
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further clarified by referring to it as a search for meaning
leading to appropriate resultant action. (35)
It is a generally aooepted fact that learning, which
begins at birth or before , and continues until the disinte-
gration of the organise, is a major developmental dimension
of mind. The significance of the concept is widened by the
fact that ita relevance is not limited to organisation and
development as general problems of psychology, but extends
into many specie! and applied fields. (37) la view of this
extension into other fields a cursory introduction to £hs
characteris tics and conditions which determine learning and
Its rate becomes fundamental in an understanding of its r*la«
tlve importance in assessing the necessary eduoatlonal value
to be injected into the development of an effective teaching
motion picture. The experiences of military psychologists
have indicated that not only is it desirable to have knowl-
edge regarding a principle of learning at the time training
plans are being developed, but that it is also of great
importance to demonstrate the actual extent of these factors
in the ultimate learning situation, (lb) Furthermore, it is
very easy for the expert producer, especially if he is not
thoroughly familiar with the particular training skill which
he is required to depict, to overlook a detail which has an
important bearing on the application of the principles of
learning to that specific training situation. Moreover, the
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likewise very important iron the point of view of convincing
less technically trained Individuals In the audience of the
effectiveness of whose principles in the situation involved.
isequentiy, it becomes apparent that a study of some of
the learning principles will serve to indicate areas in
which research on instructional motion pictures night be
profitably conducted. (48) (15)
Inasmuch as so many of Uie probleas relating to instruc-
tional f ilms appear to be closely related to one or nore of
the learning principles, this chapter will introduce selected
principles and hypotheses of effective learning, each of
which night oe applied (and certainly some, with more or less
systematic intone, have been applied) to instructional lilms.
k later chapter will attempt to relate the effectiveness of
certain of these principles directly to the notion picture
medium. There is no assurance p however, that principles of
effective learning as currently formulated and derived in
non-film situations can be directly carried over and applied
to instruction by films; in fact it is almost certain that
this cannot be universally done, neither can a learning
principle revealed In the use of a particular fila be trans-
ferable, without verification, to othi>r films or classes of
films. (46)
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On© of the most widely accepted of the general princi-
ples regarding learning is that interest and motivation are
essential for efficient learning. (15) Competent scholars
may differ on details of how motivation acta in learning,
but probably all will agree that it is one feature of the
learning process. (37) Indeed, incentive, urge, drive, need,
set, or whatever name is applied to denote the Motivation of
the learner, is necessary for any ooaplex acquisition of
knowledge. (46) Motives direct activity during practice and
define satlsfaetoriness of the subject* s response. They
represent a release of energy expressed in an Increase of
the subject' a general level of activity. (57) Within limits,
the more Intense the motivation the greater will be the
learning. {4&)
In order to fully understand the iaport of tails major
precept, motivation, several lesser factors suet be clearly
revealed. Primarily, the goals to be achieved in the learn-
ing process will serve to strengthen motivation in direot
proportion to their clearness to the learner, certainly,
learning is favored by an initial definite statement of the
overall goal and by specific statements of the goals of each
learning period, in brief, what the learner is expected to
learn. However, goals are almost never accepted on face value
alone. On the one hand, mey must be accepted by the learner
Ml
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as desirable to achieve , while on the other, the goals siust
be attainable. Trua must oe aided by a positive suggestion
that the lllllj Is possible or probable. Consequently, with
reasonable effort most learners should bo able to achieve the
goal established. -ps in attaining an ultimate goal it
amy become desirable to set successive sub«£oals in order
that interest may b© sufficiently maintained. (48) It a
learner knows he is to be held accountable for a certain
amount of achievement, he will continue &o apply himself. (•)
Closely associated with the establishment of a purpose,
is the general importance to the learner of the knowledge of
his progress, when the learner is informed of his progress
from time to time, motivation is usually sustained and forti-
fied. (46) 'Vhen a trainee makes progress, he is stimulated
to greater effcrt and accomplishment, I ireotly related to
progress ar*> the factors of praise and reproof. Everybody
wishes to succeed. Success is gratifying and encourages
continued effort. Satisfaction and accomplishment develop
and kolM interest. A feeling of satisfaction is essential
to the learning process. (8) Praise for correct answers or
for a good performance is frequently more motivating than
reproof for a poor performance. A wise use of praise or re-
proof takes into account the make-up of &w individual learn-
er, his reaction under similar previous conditions, and the
lasting influence of the praise or reproof on his learning
attitude. (46)
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Of particular iiaporthi)c« to a fundamental conairierati :ri
of learning motive felon and the motion picture medium is the
factor of realise and practicability which should reault in
a directing of the learner's antl '.on Tor an surly use
of hia knowledge. Motivation to learn ia supported whoa the
material ia presented in a realistic way, and In a •aan-
ner aa to make clear the- ticability of the Mlterlml and
the way in which It is actually employed in practice. Con-
comitantly, motivation is invigorated when the learner ia
led to anticipate a use for the laaterial in tks near future.
(4€) An individual will learn wore quickly and retain longer
those things for which there is an immediate need. Ior*over,
human bolngs are so constituted that in emergencies they can
*rforra abov« the usual expectations, "hero have been cases
in coj&hat ar**as where aen have learned a new type of work in
a few minutes or a few hmrs time, when it would ordinarily
have taken days or even weeks. There can be no doubt, then,
that when a p rson sees an Immediate need for eome knowledge
or skill, learning for him becomes relatively simple. (8) (28)
Competition provides another governing factor in the
phenomenon of motivation. When properly aroused and defined,
the spirit of competition becomes an effective motivating
oroe in learning. Competition adds Intorest, brings about
whole-hearted participation, and affords valuable f,ralnlng in
cooperation. (8) Similarly, an instructional presentation
will motivate learners if it involves a challenge rather than
mMfl
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a note of finality; it lends Impo sua to the learner^ desire
to seek finer details of she generalisation presented. (46)
Finally, but of no snail influence on motivation, is the
examination set. ItoWHI, this force should be left open to
question inasmuch as there are too nany governing factors
which affect it. i&aain&tlon *ypea, prosenta tion MntlllMli
scoring, validity, reliability, and item choice all constitute
details too elaborate to consider at this time, i urtherwore,
inadequate exaninatlona iond only zo motivate* the individual
momentarily, as in "cramming", "which probably has a learning
retention approaching sero in value. l»onetheiees, regardless
of the learning retention criterion, it must oe pointed oat
that if a person has knowledge that there will oe an examine-
>n on the material presented to be learned, this fact
generally has the effect of strengthening motivation. (46)
:. fcttlf m PI
Closely re la wed to interest and motivation Is the prin-
ciple of purposive student activity, h trainee must be
activated if he is to learn (8) /hat he le&rns arc the
responses, mental or physical or both, which he makes and
organises. (46) Any procedure which requires active response
is mora efficacious then mere exhibitions, displays, or other
visual aids in which the learner remains passive. (1 • nwntnl
practice of a process, verbalising, visualising, and imagin-








learning. (46) Skills and operations should actually be per-
formed, insofar as it is possible , in the learning process
for there is no controversy* One learns best through firs
hand experience. (35) Learning by doing expresses a funda-
mental principle of training, i
III. SEBIHO AMD 0-sGaHIZINO W LAYinKSHIPS
ile (11) has said: "Experiences are pearls of knowl-
edge, but one must have the string of understanding to hold
them together or there can be no permanent meaning*1 ; and "One
can see as far into a generalization as his knowledge of the
details extends." Generally, a learner has a certain tenden-
cy to visualize and organize patterns or relationships in the
Material or activities which he is learning. Unfortunately,
this tendency cannot oe trusted to form the desired rela-
tionship unaided. Ln order for effective learning to take
place this organizing process must be directed and facilitated.
Therefore, It can be pointed out, that the ability to see and
organize relati onships beooaaes a very important principle in
the learning process of individuals. (46)
One of the most potent categories contained in the seeing
and organizing relationship is that which encompasses meanlna-
Iness . Whether meaning is defined as associative value or
in some other way, the meaning of materials learned is a much
greater determiner of the rate of their learning than are
such characteristics as size or color. vVhen a learner
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discovers that the asanlng of a material is not readily
available to hies, it is possible for him to accelerate his
learning rate by a search for meanings, by the Imposition of
rhythm and pattern, by new groupings of the liens, by noting
spatial relations, and by other methods whereby he easy
change the material into something with nore immediate mean-
ing and thus assimilate It more easily into his already
existent patterns of response. Although not necessarily
universal in need, this use of the "logical" -to shod is com-
monly superior to the rote method. Hesearch has revealed
that subjects d iffor considerably in the extent to which
they employ a logical method on material which permits its
use. actually, the relative effectiveness of the two methods
may be considered as a function of the specific materials
practiced and of the habits and other characteristics of the
learner. For the Individual habituated to the rote method,
any attempt, at teams* Initially, to employ & logical method
might conceivably retard learning. On the other hand, an at-
tempt to apply the lexical method to material little suscep-
tible to it might be less effeotlve than rote learning. (57)
The assumption that a high positive correlation exists
between meanlngfalnebu of material and rate of learning seems
to hold under a very wide range of conditions. Furthermore,
ths greater effectiveness of the logical rather than of the
rote method appears to hold over almost as wide a range. From
these considerations, it is possible to imply the generality
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of punitive transfer, and to suggest taut learning is not a
passive chaining of adjacent items, but requires instead an
active, analytic mode of response. (
Consequently, it becomes easily apparent tnat the more
meaningful the material is to the learner, the more readily
it is organised and learned. Notwithstanding, as has been
pointed out, meanlngfulness should be aided by other relative
faotora if the proper organizing relationship is to exist for
the learner. In order for meaningfulness to he enhanced, all
unfamiliar and technical terms, when necessarily used, must
be explained to the learner in simple words that are familiar
to him. (46) inasmuch as learning that is rooted in past ex-
perience proceeds rapidly, (55) the necessity of relating new
material to the learner's past experience by illustrations
and by analogies needs no further emphasis, la view of the
current trend toward the organism! e or "whole" approach to
learning In which it is considered bettor to have an under-
standing of the entire program (goal) before treating the
parts, (;6) a preliminary overview and introduction of the
whole pattern of the material or process to be learned be-
comes highly essential if meaningfulness is to be preserved.
Military psychologists have concluded that the learning
of a skill having only superficial re seiablance to that for
ehioh the individual is to be trained may contribute nothing
or even produce iiabits of interference with respect to pro-
ficiency in handling combat- type equipment in combat situa-
mM li''U:dL $
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tions. (15} Therefore, in aiding meaningfulnesa, it beconas
necessary to have equipment or processes shown to the learner
in the same relative position which these would have been
viewed by hiio in actual practice or uae. .s is equally im-
portant that there be adequate entphaaia on essential detalla
or feature a and omit learning of material that oan only be
eona trued aa "busy-work". Undoubtedly, meaninguinea a will
inoreaae in potency with thorough and clear explanations of
reasona why things ahould be done. Care must be taken, how-
ever, not to create monotony and a lack: of interest through
unneceasurlly detailed Illustrations, in like sanner, the
learner wishes to know how things operate; certainly his
search for meaning warrants an explanation of how a mechanism
works. There should oe an awareness, though, of the danger
of too expensive an explanation early in learning. Only
that which la eaaential for a given level of training should
be the accepted criterion. Finally, the enhancement of gen-
eral meaningfulneaa for the lesrnor will come through reviews
or summaries aft«r logical units of material during each
period of presentation, and of course, at the conclusion of
the complete or entire presentation. (46)
In education, the making of suitaole claaaificwtiona of
Indlvl-iual experiences is generally termed concepts. The
acquiation of ooncepta is a natural process from early child-
hood when certain conclusions are drawn from experience and
applied to a new situation, it continues thereafter as new
--J 99mi j&£uo» ter
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general! stations are made from new experiences and iro/a ex-
periences in which new and old are combined, because
classifying of experiences proceeds in school and out of
school, tae over-all activity of concept building is a
realistic definition of education, Whenever a person learns
sane thing new and uses tills new sone thing, he is building or
refining a concept. Briefly, then, a concept summarises a
group of a person* s past experiences. The summary may be
nighly refined or crude, nighly differentiated or gross.
Therefore, in any educative process, the goal should be to
sake individual concepts more accurate and more generally
use!ta&« (9)
owever, to have a concept beoome useful and accurate,
the learner must grasp the meaning. Meaningfulness In the
case of concepts will oe more firmly grasped through new and
varied experiences in the presentation of diverse, specific,
realistic situations in which concept is illustrated and
named. (46} Consequently, it is necessary that in selecting
training equipment and materials, a systematic check be made
to insure that the training devices simulate the real equip-
ment and situation in ail important aspects. (15) The value
employing simple terms and words has been previously
stressed, ftevert.kless, in certain instances of learning com-
plex materials, the use of symbols will be unavoidable. In
order not to be a detriment to meaningfulness, it is important
that symbols be simplified , and that tney remain within the
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span of the learner's experience. (46 ) However, the learner
must nave m chance to verify the representation of the sym-
bols. The greatest possibility for him to develop his in-
sight is offered by his ability fcm use laws he already knows,
laws which will explain and ,-ive meaning to this new phenom-
ena the learner is encountering. An essence of learning is
to allow the learner to perform a verification experimentation
in every new learning situation. (84)
Finally, BieaningTulness for the learner in the case of
concepts will be further enhanced through personalisation ; a
representation of concepts by human or cartoon characters,
and through contacts and similarities which clearly indicate
differences as well as likenesses among concepts. (46)
Although the foregoing has laid considerable stress on
the principle of meanlngfulness, meaning is not necessarily
derived solely from the learning of verbal materials. Many
learners express a paroeptual-motor problem, such as a mass,
in terms of meaningful relations appropriate to the problem.
They deduce the correct path from a verbal chart by which
they guide their movements, they note spatial relations, and
In varied ways construct a meaningful pattern . The specific
meanings tend to differ from those related to verbal mater-
ials, out thnlr basic character appears to be much the same.
Learners who employ the more verbal and meaningful methods
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employ a "motor* method, "following the lead of their hands",
without utilizing a pattern of representative devices. (37)
(41)
Suoh processes are not radically different from the
logical method in verbal learning. In both cases the indi-
vidual seeks to organise meanings in order, thereby, to
control overt response. The pervasive presenoe of represen-
tative devices and the meaningful relations in the learning
of perceptual-motor acts emphasises the universality of wean-
ing. (37)
It can be a^en 9 therefore, that a patterning response
forms an essential bond In the seeing and organizing rela-
ti >nshlp of the learner. Moreover, organisation and learn-
ing are facilitated when the material is grouped into
patterns in presentation. Such patterns could be defined as,
functional patterns (as the three interfunotioning parts of a
Sun )# spatial patterns (as represented by a grouping of
instruments on a panel}, temporal patterns (as the rhythm
in complex movements, suoh as a gun loading exercise), and
logical patterns (as Illustrated by the precautions in ammu-
nition rooms to avoid sparks, logically related because of
an ever-present common hasard). (46)
The effectiveness of rhythm, as illustrated by temporal
patterns, probably results in part from the way in which it
assists in organising die material into units which are
readily perceived together, in part from tins aocent It gives
/•boy. 1© b*»X wWgfl. «a *%o$um« m
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Hto certain words or serial positions whlcn makes them stand
out; as referenoe points , and in part from the fact that it
assists an active attitude on the part of the learner. (57)
In order for a learner to function effectively in re-
sponse to a learning stimulus, he must be able to separate
the situation stimuli from others in close relet ionsnip. The
principle of the seeing and organising relationship in learn-
ing is consequently assisted by Ident If lability , A. learner's
responses to a situation are easier for him to understand
and to learn as the situation is more easily Identifiable,
or distinguishable from otnara. This can be illua crated by
che responses required, for example, In assembling four
similar parts of h gun trigger mechanism. (46)
IV. Thl i>:;mcreii!. OF KPi- reinforcement of responses)
Psychological research has demonstrated that the fre-
quency of response to a learning situation without effect
(knowledge of right or wrong) is a condition of little, if
any, learning, while frequency of response with effect leads
to relatively rapid learning, fcffeet can be Interpreted to
mean that which happens as a consequence of an act, usually
that which happens within a very few seconds after It. (37)
An inquiry Into factors controlling conditions which lead
an individual to avoid certain conditions and not to avoid
others, produces the concept of motivation. Other things
using equal, acts leading to consequences which satisfy a
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Motivating condition aru selected and strengthened, while
those leading to consequences which do not satisfy a
Motivating condition are eliminated. (ST)
The interdependence of motive and effect shoulo be
made clear. Motivation without effect leads only very
slowly to learning, as experiments on response frequency
ha/e shown. Conv«rs«ly, effect without motivation is power-
less, or nearly so. if a subject had no motivation to seek
rignt and avoid wrong; as consequences of his responses, be
eoujxl be without a standard by which to differentiate be-
tween them, and one consequence would be as acceptable as
the other, neither being selective. Ixperimenta on inci-
dental learning, wha re the subject is not formally motivated
but receives some consequences from his responses, consti-
tute the closest approach to such a situation. (5?)
Therefore, a broad definition of the so-oalled, "law
oi effect" reveals that students will la&rn more quickly
and tend to repeat those things that give them satisfac-
tion, (ftJ Furthermore, In much learning, a selective process
occurs in which die individual is predisposed to acquire and
repeat those actions which have elicited one or more of the
following : (a) led to success in taat situation, (b) gravi-
tated toward a satisfaction of the motivating conditions,
and (•) been perceived as r&eans to desired ends. Moreover,
unsuccessful or annoying responses tend to be avoided and
a shift in the learner's activity to other actions
.i
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which may conceivably load to success. Some reference has
already been made to the relationship of right and wrong
responses to the principle of effect t. nevertheless, in
order for the fullest operation ot this principle to take
place, it becomes desirable that there be a checking or a
oonflrmation reaction" of the correctness of the successes
In the mind of the learner. Once the right ssofchod is at
least partially established, a vivid demonstration of the
wrong method will reinforce the right method, provided the
consequences of the wrong method are stressed, (46) (24)
On the basis of these considerations and In view of the
previous discussions on learning, It can be concluded that
siotlve and effect, as conditions of learning, depend on each
other, I activating condition orients the individual in a
given direction and sets the stage for a definition of the
adequacy of his acts, but this definition cannot appear in
the absence of consequences which satisfy or fall to satis-
fy the motive, Attainment of ttn incentive object or failure
to obtain it constitute a large part of the consequences of
Motivated acts. (?7)
V, PhAC^Ub AMD' SKITATI )M
McOeoch (57) has stated that there are wide variations
in the extent to which a subject depends on the direct stlmu-
lus pattern of the material being practiced. In the process







One extreme would ba represented by complete dependence of
the learner on the stimulus pattern where be repeats each
word as he perceives it, but does not attempt &o anticipate
any word or to recall before it Is actually presented. t
the opposite extren«, beginning with the second presenta-
tion, the learner attempts to recall as much as possible of
the Material without hawing it presented to his receptors.
Between these extrenes, lie innumerable combinations of
presentation and independent recall. Experlaents have devel-
oped a conclusion for verbal ssateri&ls which specifies that
soae degree of recall (or recitation) with prompting during
practice is a acre effective condition of learning shan is
presentation alone.
An effective presentation, like an actor's performance,
demands practice. Practice creates a habit which in turn
governs a smooth and easy performance. Practice gives the
subject selfconfidence hy providing his with a strength of
belief that his new 'habit* will not let hi» forges anything
about the procedure. (2) Hovewar, nor© practice or repeated
presentation of laaterial has very little, if any, strengthen-
ing effect upon learning. Repetition apparently sitaply af-
fords the opportunity for strengthening or weakening factors
to create an affect on the learning process. (16)
At one tiiae there was in existence a prevalent belief
that repetition was the panacea for all learning. In prac-







de&ijrnine the residue of learning, a lack or retention or
material acquired through the repetitive procedure has been
revealed. This does nat, however, remove the necessity for
practice. (35) Nonetheless, with other factors in a state
of equilibrium the progress of learning will depend upon
the frequency of the repetition under favorable conditions.
These conditions would involve such important principles as
motivation, effect, and iaeanln(;fulnosfi. urthermore, re-
tention is favored. If in the initial learning, the material
is practiced or repeated in presentation beyond the point of
its being barely learned. Caution should be observed in the
repetition or continuation of practice or presentation be-
yond the level where fatigue or ooredom curiously occurs in-
asmuch as it nay produce a negative effect upon the learning.
A varied repetition, or a variation of non-essential details,
tends to off-set fatigue and boredom. (46)
The whole«part problem is not one lending itself to an
easy generalization. It has a major value, in the present
s .to of knowledge, in -he way in which it illustrates the
eonplexitioa re suiting when one set of phenomena, the time-
length relations of separate parta, is combined with amotfeftY,
the time-length relations of those parts combined into a
le. (
An advantage of the part method lies in its ability to
subdivide the material into small and relatively easier
units. The whole method has the advantage of obviating the
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tine lost In connecting previously learned Individual parts,
of giving the aubjeot a greater o \nity to grasp the
interrelations of the material, and of distributing the re-
sponses to any -Ivan item. Practically, it should be pos-
sible to employ the whole method with special attention to
the repetition of difficult or important parts as learning
egresses, thus oonbining the whole nethod with a form of
the part mthod. (5^) Notwithstanding, the relative effec-
tiveness of a whole-part-whole learning sequence in practic-
ing* versus learning the parta and then combining than,
depends upon ihe degree of Integration, difficulty, and
length of irate rial, and upon the ability of the learner.
Specif ioally, if a task should prove too difficult, or too
long, to be learned efficiently as a unit, it nay be desir-
able to break It into meaningful units, still stressing
relationship to the whole. (AS) Generally, a relatively
mature and practiced individual will find the whole method
the more effective. (37)
Realistic practice is an influential factor in the
mastery of a learning procedure, consequently, it is usually
advisable to practice an activity, as nearly as is feasible,
in tiie manner in which it will be used or needed in the
future. Moreover, under raany learning conditions such prac-
tice will be favored when practice periods are spaced over
Intervals of time rather than massed together . In similar
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greater the posicive effect oa the learning. Imwedlaue imi-
tation of movements while viewing shea nay be deair*wle,
provided that such activity does not cUstraot x"rom the ob-
servation of die movenenta being demonatrated. Consideration
should aiao be given to adequate reviews. In general, well
motivated reviewa of i-at rial or processes are beneficial to
learning. i46)
a listing by iacueooh, (97) of some or the basic varia-
bles underlying the effectiveness of the relatively larger
amounts of recall during practice provides a practical con-
clusion to a consideration of the learning principles involved
in practice and'or repeated presentation. He specifies the
following: (1) recitation rurnisiifts the subject with progres-,
sive knowledge of results. This Information (a) acts as an
Incentive condition, (b) brings the law of effect directly
to bear, (c) favors early elimination of wrong responses,
and Id) by Informing the subject which items have been
learned, promotes a more effective distribution of effort
over the material. (2) hecitation favors articulation of
the items and leads to the utilization of accent and rhythm.
I reel cation the subject is practicing the material
more nearly In the way In which It Is to be tested and used
—
that is, without direct stimulation from the copy. It con-
stitutes, therefore, a more immediately relevant loria of
practice. (4) finally, it likewise promotes a myommlissj of the
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Vi. Jl TION, OH THiiKSrSR
Laurning la a proooaa of forming theae iaeaningful con-
neotiona and associations Just previously iiaouaaed. i32)
-ucxi ne» aaaocu.ati.on la learned In the aet^n^ of all rolated
onaa which Uava bean retained iroii the past (57) A large
nuaber of relatione between Uw old and the new a&kea for
dltlvo transfer and aiore rapid learning, {¥?) Th© rate of
learning la also iacreaaad by the ability to ^enortillse theae
associations and to apply theis «o new problems. ~o important
la thia mwilttael oi rate of learning that It ranka high
among the condition a of learning. In cost oases outranking
all other a except the effect of the act. [W9)
VII. CUARACTS RISTICS HMfcR
AH of the foregoing principle a of learning way be ade-
quately aatlafied, but learnlu&f whether It be the fixation
of a verbal series, the aatabliahxaent of a c ndl re-
aponae, or the diacovury and fixation oi the solutions of
perceptual iaotor ana rational problems* Kay not proceed aa
anticipated, it la here chat the inescapable v ie of
ivluuality Makes ita presence felt, individuals respond
and react to learning experiences In their own unique way. (52}
,1 responses result from what are known aa Indi-
vidual dlffereaaaAp sou* if which are innate 9 aoae acquired.
0*













Threw of the more obvious iiv< rgencies are the inevitable
faotora of sex, chronological ego, ami nentul ability or
test intelligence. Tlu>sa three produce varying changes In
the rate of learning. (57)
A number of experiments reveal that the direction and
amount of sex differences in learning are a function of the
material being learned. (37) The differences existing be-
tween the sexes In physical and social training make it
reasonable to expect differences in the appeal of the mater-
ial to be learned and reduces those differences to ones of
motivation and of prior training. (37)
Chronological age, or length of time lived by an Indiv-
idual, cannot itself be a determiner of learning, but it can
be regarded as a useful symbol for the complex condition
which age brings with it. (37) *Thw Increase in rate of
learning with age over the years to early maturity, its rela-
tive constanoy during the next decade, and its slow decline
'-hereafter appear over a very wide range of conditions and
are among the more general facts of the psychology of learn-
ing. « (37)
A discussion of the relation between rate of learning and
chronologic*1 age has already been made. How an inquiry into
the correlation between rate of learning of a particular
material and some standard measure of intelligence, when the
influence of chronologic 1 age is as nearly as possible a
cons; ant, Is in order. Barrett, &• fteerdt, .Cirtewood, Conrad
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and Jones, as wall aa Thorodlko are but a Tew of the very
able psychological workers who have exhaus tively experimented
in this field. (3?) r2o study the findings of the 30 expcri-
taenia la neither feaalble nor necessary here. A statement
of the reaulta will satisfy. There are at leaat five dimen-
sions on which learning materials ar« distributed and in-
fluenced. )ver a wide range of conditions, four of these
are positively related to intelligence. (37) Special apti-
tudes such aa mechanical, spatial, verbal, perceptional speed
and kinesthetic sensitivity are a part of the general intel-
ligence picture and Bay stake wide variances in the rate of
learning conceal tant with the type of material to be
learned. (46)
In summation, then, there are differences in rate of
learning which are aeoribabl© to differences in sex, chron-
ological age, and test intelligence. However, individual
differences do not end with these factors. Most learning
requires calmness of mind and body. All eaoti >ne and feel-
ings such as fear, anger, resentment, embarrassment, disap-
pointment, wor?y, and illness auat oq regarded as stumbling
blocks to a receptive frame of mine. (B) Individuals differ
alao in personality traits, race, facility for learning
through eye or ear, attitudes and interests (37)
The educational level of the learner, which in all proba-
bility will have a direct connection with hie previous
knowledge and perhaps his skill possessed in relation to
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specific material to be learned, has no little effect upon
hie rate of learning. Lastly, hie past experience with
various teaching tecnniques will have its influence in final
results ot the learning rate. (46
Variability in the learning rate stay also be attribut-
able to unknown condition, such as those produced by diet or
loss of sleep, or drugs. (37) Although the experimental evi-
dence on the influence of many of these conditions does not
yet persilt confident generalisation, the factors are all to
some extent correlated with rate of learning. (37}
In conclusion, it can be seen that once the motion pic-
ture producer and his technicians have acquired a fundamental
understanding of the pertinent psychological learning princi-
ples, they ar* placed in a position which permits them to ap-
ply the existing statements of learning theories, principles,
and faots to the dynamic medium of the sound motion picture.
In this respect it should once again be recognised that learn-
ing theories are not formulated on a basis of experiments in
which the tasks and procedures are the same as those In-
volved in learning from complex sound motion pictures. There-
fore, it becomes necessary for the producer to ascertain
exactly lbs degree to which known perceptual and learning
principles apply to this special medium of instruction and
communication. Vhan this has been determined, relative cor-
rection becomes feasible through a reformulation of these
principles, which In turn will form the keystone In the estab-
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lishnent of new learning principles applicable to the complex
edla ol ooaaunio&tlonj Films, radio, and television. (6) A
consideration of euch a progr: k will be expounded with great-
er detail in following chapters.
M
CHAWKR IV
SOME Oft £&AKmMO PROM FIL*C
Two facts are offered as complications strongly inJ luenc-
ing the usu of uie motion picture as an instructional medium.
)n the one hand, there is the fact tiiat motion pictures are not
simply pictures that move on a soreen, and on the other aanti,
there is further implication in the fact that instruction as
practiced is not necessarily the best situation for learning.
These two fundamental facts give rise to many problems re-
lated to the production and employment of filns for instruo-
fctatj and the problems of research in the instructional use
of motion pictures are, thereby, made particularly diffi-
cult. (22)
fcith the intent of developing perspective and insight
in the instructional role of the motion picture , this chap-
ter of the study has attempted to identify some of the sym-
bolic levels and forms used in the motion picture medium.
It is believed that if the symbolic forms used in motion
pictures are understood, and if the dynamics of learning
are applied to the use of ehese forms, the Instructional
efficacy of motion pictures should be improved and the re-
sults of this improvement be demonstrable. {22)
.. flWUL Am ad; lati >ssi£ipa
A question often asked of the psychologist, and as fre-
quently left unanswered, concerns the problem of deciding
45
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whether it la better to otter information to a nan by eye or
by ear. This problem is not a new one. Actually , it has
received a great deal ot attention in raany fields, especial-
ly in the ares of eduction, alnce the invention of the
notion picture. In essence though, and in view ot die
research consumated, the best thing that can be said at
this tiise la that there appears to be no general answer. (14)
Most experienced researchers will agree that the eyes
and the ears are superior to any of a»an*a ot:or sense organs
for communicative purposes, cut of these two, each has its
special characteristics, and it requires a careful and da-
tailed statement of the particular problem to produce a clear
distinction. ven so, a practical test of the two alterna-
tives say be the fairest recommendation that can be siade.
As a guide in conducting such an analysis, a few generalisa-
tions should receive a basic consideration.
Essentially, one of the raoet important distinctions be-
tween vision and hearing is their organisation, vision being
organized with respect to space and hearing with respect to
time. Naturally, there are temporal properties of things
seen, and spatial localisation of sounds heard, but these
are secondary, Hand- in-hand with -trie difference between
space and time, goes a difference in what fills tneo in.
fundamentally, the eyes see objects in space; the ears hear
events that happen, frith his eyes, man is able to orient
himself in relation to his fellow men. His ears furnish him
m-.*&ib •« r. E a -s • , . 3 o fe ! J ra« I aria
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witn a Hem* of continuity and toll hlxa when things aturt
and atop. These individual sensory differences are baaio,
yet the two aenaoa fit together with neither being aufflci-
ent without the othor for normal activities. (14)
Superimposed on Uie inherent differences between the
aense of sight and the sense of hearing, are Mm ways in
which man is taught to use them. Through the eyes, it is
possible for him to build up knowledge about many complex
geometrical properties of the world, with them, he la
directly able to make quantitative judgments of high accur-
acy, lie is likewise permitted to judge the properties of
objects abstracted from the accidental circumstances of
their location, such as in orientation or in illumination.
'hese complex perceptual skills often make a man's eyes more
useful than elaborate instruments. In direct contrast, it la
readily apparent that the eara are the moat often rendered
advantageous in direct, face- to-face communication. Coupled
with man's ability to apeak, his ears provide him with a
apoken language. Written language follows as a later and
slowly learned substitute for speech. (14) (41) (28)
Therefore, It can be seen that the eye finds its useful-
ness in judging spatial properties, or information that can
be displayed In spatial terms. In addition, the eyes have
the advantage that they can search through information and
single out wanted items, and, from a practical point of view.
It is much easier o store visual information. By the same
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process, though, the eyes are placed at a disadvantage in
picking up and reading sudden signals. (14}
although ther« appears to be no general answer that will
establish either the eye or the ear as the better receptor
for a learning stimulus, it is q< ite obvious that there is
nothing complex about the manner in which people gain under-
standing of each other, of animals, or things in general.
In many instances, these representations are experienced
first hand. They are seen, felt, heard, smells d, or tasted.
Thualy, people are sure what water is, they know the
characteristics of a skunk, and are familiar with the quali-
ties of a rose. Unfortunately many things are not met first
hand, hence, some method for introducing understanding
through a relative or vicarious experience is indicated.
A highly qualified substitution for the roal experience may
be compentently supplied by pictures . -i>ven though an exper-
ience may have been real at one time, a picture oan act ss a
reminder, or indicate steps to further study. Pictures have
the facility for sharpening memories regarding real exped-
iences and places, or phenomena which have been previously
studied, picture a, then, may recreate or reconstruct a past
experience. The employment of pictures as a substitute ex-
perience is only possible, however, if the individual
possesses enough related experience to understand the portent
of the picture. In other words, whenever the Individual is
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acquiring a new experience, he la In need of some of hla for-
mer experiences to tie In with the latest acquisition In
order that he may mora adequately understand it. Further-
more, such experiences tend to assist In the Interpretation
of pictures, the Interpretation of a picture constitutes, a
chief interest among proponents of visual education. r
interpretation of a picture requires the learner to Infer
certain aspects that may not Im visually present. Tnaae in-
ferences, or filling in, are supplied by the individual's
past experiences* Specifically then, the learner must be
capable of putting meaning into the picture if he is to de-
rive meaning free the picture. (10) (11)
As has been pointed out, in order for hist to keep abreast
of current world events and, thereby, make his way in the
world, modern man normally employs Indirect observation for
learning as a substitute for either first-hand doing, or
f irst-hand viewing. He ii fortunate in being provided with
such a useful and realistic iseans of indirect observation as
la Inherent in the sound motion picture, (9j
II. Tiff. VALUES OF THE BO-
In view of their potentialities in modern education, it
would be well to consider suae of the specific values sup-
plied by Instructional motion pictures. Generally, Instruc-
tional films are produced witfo particular educational ^oals
in sind, mujftly? To help promote a skill or an attitude, to
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convey certain facts, to help the viewer solve a complex
ob lent. The skills nay vary from those applied in delicate
surgery to a common mechanical technique. The attitude may
be portrtyed at the international governmental level or wit
in the home. The facts or information can range fro:: simple
explanations of nature to complex illustrations of the solar
system. It is the motion picture, then, that makes oar, ible
the presentation of certain meanings involving motion that
would otherwise be impracticable. It is this v#ry charac-
teristic of motion which enables the motion picture to com-
pel attention. In a darkened room with brilliant white light
coming from the screen, precluding distraction from anything
else in the room, the student is provided with an Intense
experience, sometimes of hl^h emotional quality. (9)
There are many phenomena in every day living that can-
not be detected by the human eye because the process is
either too slow or too rapid to permit study. The taction
picture hue a value in being able to help humans understand
the time factor in any operation or aeries of events. with
the versatility of the motion picture car-ore, the growth of
a plant can be speeded up, or the passage of a bullet thros
a resisting force can be slowed, making possible a detailed
observation of the factors Involved. In similar vein, the
motion picture can reduce or enlarge the actual size of ob-
jects, making it comparatively simple to .-study microscopic
organisms, or conversely, the relationship of h ^an-made
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objects to their surroundings as provided by serial views.
Fur t;ie rraor« , by roans of animated drawings and cut-away
views, the motion picture presents an opportunity to study
a process or procedure that would be otherwise Impossible
to see With the human eye. (7)
The modern news-reel film Illustrates the motion pic-
ture's importance In providing an easily reproduced record
of an event. Occurences of International and national signi-
ficance can be recorded for posterity, or a simple but es-
sential teaching demonstration can be filmed for repeated
and widely reviewed showings. On the other hand, in some of
the very excellent documentary and historical films produced
today, are revealed the motion picture's inherent abilities
to bring the past and the distant into the classroom with a
dramatic Impact not otherwise possible. Simultaneously, the
motion picture creates a common denominator of experience,
making It practical for the fast and slow learners to enjoy
common group experiences. Moreover, there is offered a sat-
isfying aesthetic experience to the viewers through the
motion picture's aoility to stir and excite the imagination
and at the same time present meanlngfulness to the relation-
ship of things. Ideas, and events. n doing so, It relates
ideas to supply meaning where apparently no meaning existed.
In addition, it makes possible a compressing of time to give
a sense to the flow of events which may not be easily had



















III. TUB SYMBOLIC HAT -«
fthen the art of the motion picture is viewed with a
broad end intelligent perspective, it becomes relatively
easy to accept notion pictures as something more than simple
photographs projected on a screen to entertain an audience
through an impression of motion. Qood visual materials,
particularly motion pictures, possess an inherent ability to
create moods. A child may look at a bird tending Its young
in a nest and be helped to think of Ood by remembering, "God
—
— careth for you" (I *ueter 5:57) Just as he does for oirds.
.o such a manner, a mood of worship can be created. Simi-
larly, a rilm may be shown depicting hungry children in
Europe, resulting In a broadening of audience horizons and
simultaneously developing a mood of charity and a desire to
give. In a broad sense, then, cinematic films are pictures
accompanied by Interpretive language and reinforcing music.
This perspective holds true for almost all entertainment
motion pictures and there are indications that some instruc-
tional motion pictures are effected in a like fashion (22) (50)
iQto&rapny as the aomlnant symbol . Of the throe sym-
bolic forms contained in motion pictures, photography, music,
and language, Hoban (29) has given photographic symbolism
the theoretically dominant position in a raotion picture. :.e
considers photographs as symbols mat present elementary ab-
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understood. Photographs are symbols oroated to symbolise a
meaning which has already been "seen" by the photographer
or the director.
To reeraphasise, then, it can b» a .1:1 that the power of
the photograph lies in the faot that it presents symbols in
the same terms as normal sense perception. A photograph
looks like the object photographed. It is an abstraction of
visual form. The camera, when prepared for fllsrtffigj embodies
the viewpoint from which the future spectator will apprehend
the appearance on the screen. This viewpoint may be vari-
ous. Bach object oan be aeon, and, therefore , filmed twm a
thousand different points, and the selection of any given
point cannot, and should not, be by chance. This selection
is always related to the entire content of the task that the
director keeps in mind in airsing, one way or another, to
affect the spectator. (40)
While the same physical device of the motion picture
camera is used to photograph graphs and animations, and the
•sue projector and screen to present them to ah audience,
graphs and animations are entirely different symbolic forms
than are photographs. Specifically, graphs and animations,
except the most elementary animativ>ns that actually reproduce
visual lorm, do not symbol. ze situations as tney are ordinar
ily perceived. They are line symbols representing the rela-
tionship between two abstract variables. Many instructional
film producers seem to assume, erroneously, that the pre sen-
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tatlon of graphs on a screen miraculously endows Uie graphs
with the aarac oomsmnlcatlvw qualities poaaessed by photo-
graphs. (32) These same producers apparently fall to
realise that, in light or the fact that films are fundamental
to the drawing of inferences in a very large number of oaaes,
the range and limits of the potency of motion pictures
should be of major significance to educators and instruc-
tional film producers alike. To a certain degree, it is
unfortunate that audiences tend to accept as authentic much
of what they see in the movies, unless it is flagrantly incor-
rect, (7)
However, regardless of his moral obligations to his
audience, the instructional film producer should be cognisant
of the fact that an audience cannot comprehend a graph de-
picted on a soreen unless the audience can already read
graphs, and unless that audience has an extensive knowledge f
the relationships presented graphically. Studenta must be
taught to read the charts and graphs, giving these graphs
motion on a soreen can hardly teach them to read the graphs,
anymore than it can make the relationships any clo&rer if the
students have not previously learned to read them. (Ml)
Closely related to animated graph techniques, is the prob-
lem of us^ng animated cartoons for instruction. Once again,
a departure from the symbolic function of the photograph can
be noted, whereas, there is generally very little popularity
professed by audiences for animated graphs, the animated
<5<m e. # \J a it £to fiiJcj-^.jj 1o aif-:jeJ
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cartoon, by sheer attractiveness and simplicity of understand-
ing, enjoys an unprecedented audience acceptance, Nonethe-
less, the lasting effectiveness of eoraio cartoons as a teach-
ing device in motion pictures is open to serious question.
The popularity of conic cartoons as entertainment ices not
assure that the "moral" of the cartoon will noticeably ef-
fect the oehavlor of the audience, in reality, It is the
cartoon's lack of seriousness which tends to sake it less
worthwhile when viewed in retrospeot by the audience.
I is doubtful whether many people have been converted
to lator-cultural tolerance, or even to a disposition toward
racial tolerance by the oartoon film, that's in Your j*lnd ,
or that many sorvlce men were deterred from picking up a
booby trap by the Army's film, booby irap . Ja the other
nana, such cartoons may have eoue therapeutic value. Con-
ceivably, there can be a release of some deep conflict or
some sense of guilt in watching the cartoon's exaggerated
human weakness and human foolishness. Possibly it is soot
lag to the human ego to be assured by a cartoon that mere
are others who are suffering more in what might oe consid-
ered a sorry world.
Undeniably, cartoons are vividly appoallng, as observa-
tions of young children's responses have revealed. But, the
cartoons do not need to have much meaning to the children to
be enjoyed, the comic antics of the characters and the color
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In education, however, it is She *aeauin
; ,,
not, siisply ihe en-
tertainaeni., ttoat Is important. There is no intent to do-
prioate the value of enotional experiences — - releasing,
ploaas.nL, and satisfy.: ~— in education, but to emphasise
that these experience a are not necessarily related to the
objectives of educu tioa only because? they are enjoyable.
It ia the universal popularity of the cartoon with
young and old alike that gives rise to the question of its
adaptation on a wide scale to educational purposes. This
In turn raises the question; Is the combination of photo-
graphy and serious cartoons aoro effective than the anima-
tion alone? Again, aow auch of the cartoon's popular
"'antics" can and should be added to develop a warm interest
in an educational fila without detracting from the *sroral*
or the "lesson" to be taught? It is the vividneas and
forcefulneas of saatorial presented on the screen that
registers with the audience. 'She cartoon, particularly the
color cartoon, ia a vivid isetihod of presentation.
It is not the purpose or fell study to atteept outright
solutions to problems such as those, rather, they smst be
left to research in order to store effectively detoraiine the
instructional value of cartoons, their therapeutic values,
and the relationship between such therapeutic values and
instruction. Leastwise, there can be sio question that car-
toons involve a different symbolic form from photographs;

















they dramatically exaggerate whatever they snow; and that
ciiey do this in such an cxtret.no way that they can be viewed
without the logical restraints which ordinarly are imposed
on audience credulity. (SI] (22)
isio symbollsta. Music as a symbolic form articulates
sailings frequently difficult to express in language or in
photographs. It symbolizes saoods and feelings, emotions and
tensions. The fact that people raay "know" but oannot always
name the nooda, emotions, or tensions conveyed by the auslo
is, in itself, evidence of the symbolic character of ssusic,
and of its ability to co:a?nuoicate meanings which are non-
verbal. (22)
It is commonplace that a motion picture, whether it has
been produced for ent^rtainmont, information, or instruction,
contain sowi kind of ausic. 'usic is included in films
partly because of the trad tion of accompanying silent
otures wi fch a j?uslcsl background played by piano, or
or oron.es tra; and the practice has persisted. ne of the
oblsaas which has been defined for investigation is that of
the use of tausio in films which are designed for training
nen, for communicating ideas and concepts, for changing view-
points and attitu iee, and in brief, for learning. Theoreti-
cally, it is possible that the right kind of rausic, eiaployod
in the proper manner so as to be appropriate to both the sub-
ject r.att«r and the audience, may facilitate learning. (54)
ft tarn zzaloa
Mm functions of rausic in the entertainment fila may be
taken simply as what Irector o nccives thea to fee, and
whet the audience porceivea then to be. The varied views of
ooaposers, rauaiciens, and crities as to what the function of
«ntertaiiment filns nusio arc can regain opinions without any
necessity for tasting their principle rod application. For
the instructional and informational film however, it is be-
lieved that any added ssusic aiost function either directly or
indirectly to fold learning . The satisfaction of such a funo-
on May ae achieved through the acquisition of conceptual
fraaeworks which enable a leorner to structure material so
that he retains it longer. (54
I is an historical fact that instructional sound fila
developed as a "talkir fllia*, and not Just as a sound fiiw.
n line of development has been preserved relatively un-
changed until recent years. There is concurrently a strong
and widely expressed feeling aisong soas authorities that
raucie has no plo.ee in ins true tional films. There la even
sorae apparent opposition to beginning and ending nusle in
filns, despite the sheer utility of introductory auslc to
the projectionist in setting the sound level of his amplifi-
er, litheut such a device, the narration coaunences either as
a whisper or as a than, t. (22)
is blanket objection to nusio In instructional filaa
Is made la believed opposition at IgniirniaH of the legitimate









a function recognized very early In connection with feature
entertainment filae; or it is made In ignorance or disregard
of the role of feelings, emoti ons, and attitudes in rein-
forcing l»arning. {29.)
Very likely this objection is based, at least In part,
on ti\e improper use of jimaic in theatrical and Instruct!MH
al fllr^a. Fntertolnraont film f ^ers have an Irrational
droad of any silence on the screen. They are prone to use
swale simply to eliminate silence wore often than to rein-
force the —wfgi of the pictures. In non- theatrical films
the Musical score Is frequently mixed with the narration and
the dialogue. On the feeble sound reproduction facilities of
the average 16 mm classroom projector, the music and the
narration fight each other, or both may unit© to oppose
rather than reinforce the pictures. (22)
MjAtoft numerous statements in all types of literature
asoriV lapor tan t properties to filia music, there Is
little v&lid information on the actual effects of the rmsic,
and no reports of experimentally determined results concern-
ing the rolaa played by music In schoolroom ration pictures.
-•- difficulty of establishing what are the r*rl^ht and appro-
priate* musical effects is very groat, bocauso of this
scantiness of scientific Snformat Ion on motion pic cure music.
* material whlc?h does bear on motion picture music has been
contributed to a few musical and motion picture Journals by











>*•• are almoac as many viewpoints aa writer*, and & task
or classifying the ata tenants, ot , and hypotheses
wo a an i .a one. lbs need for research work in
seeking ^rinoiplea which govern ItM operation or music to
reinforce louri^x.,,, ana the need to state such rslati.oaald.pl
aa may be found fttamtltltlTtlT so III UUi producers will
have authentic guides for including particular amounts and
kinds of music in instructional films, is particularly acute
uue to Hm j-ttck ox ..^reue knowledge in this area, in sub-
stance , therefore, if music does uaka any contribution to
learning (and this *a an hypothesis to be tested) , the prob-
lem, uhan, becomes one of further research with an attempt
to establish wuac is rifcht and appropriate in terms of the
effoots of the musical accompaniment on people. (54)
' ho a -mbollsw of lanp,ua;:e . Language is a symbolic
icle of thought and reason. It is an instrument of naming
and conceiving objects, and of combining and m&nlpula
concepts and propositions. r.anpua^e symbols are conceptual
and digressive. They are used to express and communicate
the IMmltfl of the hlfJlW intellectual processes. language
is also a vehicle by which these processes are carried on.
Nonetheless, the roltt which sound plays in motion pic-
tures is much more si^nii icunt than a slavish imitation of
naturalism within the medium, a principle function of sound
ftfet e to au
p






content . ( 40
)
if sound is compared to the silent filto, it becomes pos-
sible to explain the fila content nore deeply to the specta-
tors with relatively the sane expenditure of time, it is
clear that this deeper ins ght into the content of the fila
cannot do given to the spectator simply by adding an aecos»-
panixo*nt of naturalistic sound. Something taore oust be done.
?hls something raora Is the devolopannt of the fasags and the
sound strip, each along a separate rhythxaic course. mj
should not be tied to one another by naturalistic Iraitatt m
but connected as the result of the interplay of action.
Unity of sound and ir;a«e is realised by an interplay of Mean-
ings which result in a aore exact rendering of nature than
its superficial copying. In silent filra, by the editing of
a variety of laa^es, is is possible to attain the unity and
freedom that is realised in nature only In its abstractions
by the huaan mind. In sound film it becomes feasible, with-
in the sane strip of celiacid, not only to edit different
points In spaoo, s*l also &o cut Into association with the
image, selected sounds ttULt reveal and heighten the character
of each. (40)
Froia Fudovkln (40) we receive prlni tive examples of the
use of Round to reveal an inner content:
l*his can be cited in the expression of the Ste -.ng of
a town-bred raan in the nidst of desert. ;it





town; in sound flits the town- associated sounds can
be carried into the desert and edited there in
place of the natural desert sound::, it is not
fenerally recognizee! that the principal elements
n sound film are the asynchronous and not the syn-
chronous; moreover, that the synchronous use is, in
actual fact, only exceptionally correspondent to
natural perception. This is not, as aay first ap-
pear, a theoretical figment, out a conclusion fro©
observation.
For example, in actual life you, the reader, aay sud-
denly hear a cry for help; you see only the window;
you look out and at first see nothing but the moving
traffic. But, you do not hoar the sound natural to
these oars and buses ; Instead you hear still only the
cry that first startled you. At last you find with
your eyes the point frora which the sound cane; there
is a crowd, and sooeone is lifting an injured aan,
who is now qu iet . But, now watching the aan, you be-
come aware of the din of traffic passing, and in the
aidat or its noise thers gradually grows the piercing
signal of the aabulance. At this your attention is
caught by the olot es of the injured aan: Ills suit
is like that of your brother, who, you now recall,
was due to visit you at two o'clock. In the tremen-
dous tension that follows, the anxiety and uncertain-
ty whether this possibly dyin fc aan may n ieed be
your brother himself, all sound ceases and there ex-
ists for your perceptions total silence, cjan it be
two o'clock? You look at the clock and at the aa?ie
time you hear its ticking. This is the first syn-
chronised movement of an image and its caused sound
since first you heard the cry.
Putiovkln (40) concludes y showing that there exists two
rhythas, the rhythmic course of tho objective world and the
toapo and rhythm with which man observes tills world. The
world is a whole rhythm, while man receives only partial im-
pressions of the world through his eyes and ears and to a
less r extent through his very skin, -a tempo of his impres-
sions varies with the rousing and calming of his emotions,
while the rhythm of the objeotive world he perceives continues
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in unchanged tempo. The course of aian's perceptions is like
editing a film, the arrangement of which can make corres-
ponding variations in speed, with sound just as with image.
It is possible, therefore, for sound flla*s to be made cor-
respondent to the objective world and man's perception of it
together. The image may retain the tempo of the worl
,
while the sound strip follows the changing rhythm of the
course of sen's perceptions, or vice versa. This ia « simple
and obvious form for counterpoint of sound and image.
Unfortunately, although Pudovkln presents strong argu
menta in favor of increased sound symbolism, there is a cur-
rent tendency to interpret relationships on a higher con-
ceptual level of abstraction In language than Is supported
by the photographic presentation. In addition, language in
instructional films suffers from two other abuses, namely,
the neglect to name things dearly and to name all the things
the audience needs to have named; and the tendency to make
too much MM of language in narration or dialogue. {22)
^nevertheless, It must be reoognlsed that language plays
an important part in motion pictures, and that pictures with-
out language are generally less effective than pictures with
language. Language can conceptualize experience, and con-
ceptualization is the highest process toward which Instruc-
tion Is directed, (it)
Hot)an (22) haa made it implicit that no matter what view-
point is used to approach the problem of the relation of
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language to pictures, there remains the experimental evidence
that language increases comprehension from pictures.
.Studies in which films with and without titles, with and
without commentary, and with and without prior Introductory
language experience have been compared, have consistently
supported the proposition that language which is effectively
integrated facilitates learning fros fiis. However, another
conjee aire la offered by ,ooaa (Mt) as he cites that:
Some great notion picture directors have a genius
for producing motion pictures in which the pictures
tell the story, and language is held to a minimum,
obert Flaherty' 8 unparalleled Hauook of the gorfch
uses a minimum of language, Flaherty is a master
of the camera nd uses it with unsurpassed narra-
tive effeot. Even in his more recent Louisiana
S^orv. Flaherty em, loys language frugally, but ef-
fectively. John Ford is another director who tells
his story wish the camera and dialogue. it was
because of Ford's mastery of cu era and direction
that Stage Coaoh and The Inforiser achieved greatness.
One can obtain a good idea of some of the skill developed
In the use of language in films by comparing an instructional
film pro meed this year with one produced ten or more years
ago. In the older films, the narration was dense am rapid.
It seems as if filmmakers, having found their voice, felt
compelled to use it furiously. Many instructional films
produced in the past were little more than illustrated
lectures in which the lecture was highly condensed, and the
picture more or less an interference. This use of pictures








wever, perhaps the greatest fault of language use in instruc-
tional films is the tendency to intellectuaiize the pictures
too quictcly In language, rather than to leave Intelleetual-
isation to the audience after granting a titae for film con-
tent reflection and analysis. The film is so new as a
medium of somwinleation, and language is so old and has
acquire* such an un&erltted instructional ^reatige, that
instructional f ilia-makers have yet to learn how to blend
words and pictures , and how to use then most effectively, so
as to increase the learning values of filras. (22)
When it becomes evident that pictures, music, and words
(sound) are all symbolic forms, and that people react to them
as symbols. It becomes increasingly clear that the power of
any medium of communication to provoke audience reactions
is determined by the richness of the symbols, or perceptual
and conceptual cues, employed in the medium. Other things
being equal, the greater the number of these cues to meaning
that are included, particularly the greater ana variety and
relatedness of the symbols used, the more effective the re-
sponse of the audience to the medium.
has been postulated that the power of the motion pic-
ture lies in the fact that it is "visual" and that, I t- "por-
trays motion". Id one respect, this is correct and in an-
other it is not. if the sense of sight and the element of








Mpicture, it would be difficult to "explain" the power of lb*
radio, or tie power of tne press, neither of wnich appeals
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Once the separate communication lunc Lions of ttw differ-
ent symbolic forms present in the motion picture film are
recognised end understood with respect to their achievements
and integration, it then becomes practical to produce an
intelligible
,
predictable pattern for learning from films.
Subsequently, in view of the fact that a consideration of
Instructional films must ultimately lead to their primary
purpose— * instruction, this all encompassing factor con-
stitutes the topic for detailed investigation during the
remainder of this study. (22)
It lias been implied in previous onapters chat instruc-
tion is th® arrangement of ths environment so as to stimulate
efficient learning. In sum, it can oe suid, that instruction
and learning are related as cause and effect. saentially,
then, it is reasonable to hypothesise that instructional films
will instruct best when they ere produced and used so as to
conform to the dynamics of learning. (22)
learner representation in instructional films . T here
exists a large number of instructional objectives which involve
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th» teaching of which cannot bo conveniently accomplished in
title usual class room situation. It stay be desired to leach
a response to a stimulus which cannot be presented in the
class roar, n such a case, the motion picture affords a
ss~bility of bringing into the cl&os room an approximation
of the desired stimulus. Other stimuli may be easily
brought into the class room, but these may be too small for
effective perception by all the members of a class. It the
stimulus can be adequately presented by films, an economy
of student- teaoher time may be achieved through mass in-
struction. (45)
A substitution for some functions of a class room teacher
can be aasusied as a basic requirement of mass Instruction.
Conceivably, occasions may arise in which a scarcity of
trained teachers will exist. Furthermore, elroumstances amy
make it necessary to limit the number of devices (stimuli)
to be used in training. Under these conditions, then, it
may be possible to use specific categories of sound motion
pictures in lieu of she devices and of the instructors,
This in turn gives rise to questions on how best It -ions tract
and use films for achieving the desired instructional objec-
tives. However, an exhaustive consideration of uhese ques-
tions Is beyond the scope of this study and, consequently,
the proposal presented will be limited to the development of
a single hypothesis relative to perceptual-motor learning. (43)
Perceptual-motor act r*fers to the overt moving or man-
tu
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ipulation of some body part in response tc a stimulus. Thus,
the following of a moving object with the hand in a pursuit
task on the placing of an object in a required position
would be perceptual-motor acts. On the other hand, to re-
examine a definition of learning, it can be said that learn-
ing implies the change In strength of a response to a
stimulus in consequence of responding to the stimulus. The
response strength may change for other reasons, and it might
be helpful to exanine these other variables in the context
of instruct! anal films, but the present concern is with
learning as defined. (43)
Provided there la no deslru to set up a response to the
film i teeIf, tne film cannot be considered to present the
actual stimulus to which a response is desired. Further, it
is highly unlikely that the stimuli presented in the film
will specifically evoke the desired response or responses.
In order to accept this thought, it is necessary to make
certain assumptions concerning what happens in film-mediated
learning in order to account for the occurrence of any of
the Intended learning.
First, it is necessary to assume that there is some
transfer from the film presented stimulus used in training;
that is, that the learning of a response to .<m» stimulus will
have some fieot on the response to otrxtr stimuli,
jeoonQ, it must few assumed that, during the viewing of
the film, the learner does in some way response to the film
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presented stimuli. He rsay actually perform t**e desired re-
sponses overtly; ha nay make the responses Implicitly; or ha
may aaka the responses symbolically by verbalization or
other self-signalling davloaa.
tfelyd. If the actual desired response la not p?rforssed,
It must ba assumed that there la some tranafer from thfl re-
sponse which occurred In the training situation to other
responses. (45)
The first assumption may be made more exact, though atlll
qualitative, thus: Turing practice a response 1» set up not
only to the stimulus used, but to a family of similar stimuli,
the strength of the response to any particular stimulus being
inversely proportional to the dissimilarity of the particular
stimulus from the stimulus used In training, Cn order to
aaka this postulate quantitative, It would necessary to state
a function of dissimilarity, nevertheless, certain conditions
for files production may be deduced.
Krom tills assumption, it stay be derived that, for great-
est effieienoy of learning, the stimuli presented in the film
should be as similar as possible to the stimuli which should
occur in the actual performance (or test) of the desired
learning. The fila representation should approximate as near-
ly aa practicable the details of the actual stimulus in terms
color, shading, perspective, sounds and content;. (43)
I a perceptual-motor act, whether or not there is a














constantly changing, The changes may be of two kinds* On
the ne hand, there nay be continuous changes, as in the
pursuit task, or a radically changed configuration of the
object acted upon as in an assembly task. On the other hand,
there may be changes in the disposition of the parts of the
body of the porforsser (hands). Such ohanges become the
stimuli for further action. Thus, if the film is to repro-
duce the actual stimulus of the test situation, it smat show
all these changes as exactly as possible. (4
The major hypothesis then, is: The learning of a percep-
tual-motor act, through films, will be more effective as the
film presentation approaches a representation of the learner
himself performing the act desired. (43) (45)
The sound motion picture is a very suitable medium for
investigating the contributions of degree of roaliam in the
representation of training tasks. The possible range of ex-
perimental variations is wide and may include verbal symbols,
schematic animation (signs), varying degrees of photographic
realism as well as various degrees of authentic sound.
Eoshal (45) has made an important exploratory study of some
degrees and kinds of realism in sound film mediated learn-
ing of a perceptual-motor skill. The principal hypothesis
of the experiment was the same as that already presented, in
that the effectiveness of a training film designed to teach
a skill is increased as the film approaches absolute realism










To conduct this research eight experimental versions
of a film were designed and produced to teach ftavy recruits
the tying of three knots of graduated difficulty: The bow-
line , tue sheetbend, and the Spanish borlino. These ver-
sions differed with respect to four variables which were con-
trolled so as to vary the degree of "realism" achieved in
each file version. The variables employed were:
Camera angles. The tasks war* photographed from the
viewpoint of the learner facing the demonstrator (lbO degree
angle), and from the viewpoint of the learner as he would
perform the task himself, by shooting over the shoulder of
the demonstrator ( degree angle). In six versions the
degree angle was used; in two versions the 160 degree angle
was used.
Motion. Pour experimental film versions showed the ty-
ing of the knota in normal realistic motion or action pat-
terns, (motion versions), and the other four showed progres-
sive steps in the knot- tying sequence, without including the
motions (static versions).
tfands. Two of the static versions were produced to in-
clude the hands of the knot-tyer; the other two static ver-
sions show only the line in successive positions as it was
tied. All the motion versions Included the demonstrator's
hand a.
Participation. Four of the versions, each Including a












learners so tie the knots simultaneously with the fila demon-
stration. The other four versions, parallel to the first
four with respect to the previous variables, did not require
fart icipation during the film showing.
As a result of the experiment the following mast signi-
ficant results wore derived;
1. Learning from films. The files taught the recruits,
with varying degrees of effectiveness, how to tie the knots.
In the "no film" group only 7 per cent of the uien could tie
the bowline, 3 per cent the sheetbend, and none the Spanish
bowline; much higher percentages of the experimental f il»
groups succeeded in tying the knots.
2. Difficulty of the knots. The three knot- tying tasks
were of varying difficulty. The over-all order was, frooa
easiest to most difficult, the bowline, sheetbend, and Span-
ish bowline.
3. Camera angle. Large and consistent differences favor-
ing the degree ca. era angle (the subjective or p«rf»- 's
eye view) were found for all three knots.
4. iletlon. The versions portraying the task in contin-
uous motion were significantly store effective than the static
versions*
5. Hands. Caparison of the static hands versions with
the static no hands versions, favors the no hands versions.
This unexpected result may be attributable to the fact that
the inclusion of the hands obscured some of the line, and
\ 1 1 1
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presented * more crowded perceptual field.
6 # .-'ar.icipci-.lju. i»ocord^ng to the main hypothesis, it
was expected that purtioip* Hon of subjects by actually hav-
g a line la tMBfl and Gyin& a knot simultaneous with the
sound fila instruction on how to tie the kno i, would inprove
mlng. - ila was not found to be true. 'rols outcome may
be due to the fuet that the participation as defined was
not actually achieved, 'til la all subjects attempted to
"participate", a proportion never actually succeeded in tying
knot a. Tests showed that only a few more knots wore tied
during participation trials while ttvt film set she pattern
and Instructions were given in the commentary, than were tied
during the critical test period iuTosdlately following filji
Instruction.
xr. this research of ;.oshal, (45) it is possible to de-
rive some basic conclusions for film mediated learning, es-
sentially: A film will be more effective in teaching a
skill if the task is portrayed from the viewing angle of taw
learner as he will perfom the act. 0M ** subjective" or
degree MMN angle is more effective than Mm "observe?" or
180 degree camera angle, li ctors sight well improve tne
effectiveness of films designed to teach perceptual-motor
tasks by taking tale finding Into account whan filming demon-
strations of such tasks. Furthermore, a presentation which
shows the motions involved is more effective In achieving
learning of perceptual-motor tasks involving ooirilnuoua
















movement, than a series of static photographs. However, In
spite of the portent of these oonclusl >na, further research
Is needed to determine how participation (in the sense of
practice during film showings) oan be achieved effectively
in trailing films, and to discover what contribution dif-
ferent kinds and amounts of participation oan make to learn-
ing.
:i. mas wtvtvn
Raising and answering questions in presentation . A num-
ber of widely accepted principles of learning stress the Im-
portance of increasing activity in learning. These prinel-
s emphasise specifically such activities as practice,
participation, and problem solving; the contribution of suoh
complementary features as repetition and knowled/se of results
is recognized In connection with all these principles of
learning. (44)
In the past, Instruction via the sound fila has been
characterised by a conspicuous lack of overt audience activ-
ity. The viowinj.'; situation has be*n essentially a passive one.
:e question them, arises as to the efficacy of increased
activity in a film-learning situation. It would indicate the
need for an experiment which should attempt to assess the rela-
tive contribution to learning from films of participation (by
immediate eudienee response to Inserted questions on salient
facta), of reinf orcessent (by immediate repetition in titles
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of salient points of fact), and of showing a film twice. (44)
The purpose of mioh a research project should be to de-
termine, through the medium of two types of films, tha effec-
tiveness of particular types of overt actions on learning. A
method to be used would ba that of interjecting a certain
number of questions Into the film so that the student would
be forced to answer questions on what he has Just seen.
Slnoe it could be quite* possible that the flits subject matter
night influence the relative effectiveness of the question-
ing, the subjeot mattar rauat be varied by showing two films,
one of which might be technical (such as teaching the use or
operation of some apparatus), while the other film ralght be
of general informational value. (4?)
Such a research investigation would be of theoretical
importance, because it would help to check, in a practical
situation, on the wide-spread psychological principles that
participation and active rasponses promote learning. It would
also be of practical importance, sine?? the investlrntion would
help to riemon strata whether or not a relatively sinple modi-
fication of the usual procedures of producing and using in-
structional films will increase the efficiency in learning
from sound films. (43)
In order to carry out the avowed purposes of such a pro-
ject, films must be carefully designed fed assure that they
contain a large number of ideas so that they will lend them-
selves to questions and statements presented at a persistent
il»9 "to














level. In awlltaaal Mi ihia, the filna must contuin enough
natural breaks so Lhat queationa and at&tejsents can be in-
serted In the coauen ~itry.
^ntereated la tiis potentialltiea ofi<?red by Just such
a proxies, chat ia, the effectiveness of particular type
a
Oi' overt actions on learning aa preaenfcod through filwa,
Kurta, Baiter, and Brenner (?1) devised an expariisent In
which nix methods of teaching a body of factual naterial by
filsaa were compared. Two different filsa were need: One
dealt with a technical subjec-, :io Care and use of viand
-as- ,-ireaches ; the other waa of the general information
type dealing with "Snakes".
Six versions of each film were prepared aa follows*
I. *ne original film, uaed aa a control version.
EX. A repetition version, consisting of two prints of
the original filia, spliced together, and shown in
continuous succession.
. A "persistent questions" version that had multiple*
choice queationa inserted aa frequently aa possible,
every It seconds on the average.
~V. A "persiatent statements* version which contained
reinforcing statements at frequent intervals, on the
average It seconds.
, A "medium questions'1 version wnich contained only




. i "asediust sta tenants" veraion which contained only




I questions were designed to
be vory simple, always SOWerlMf information that had Just
bean presented, They were intended to facilitate learning,
to measure the learning which took place. The students
were ra^uired to answer each question as it appeared on the
screen, After a short internal, the correct answer was given,
and the fllis continued to the next point. The statements
wore intended to reinforce the information which isBsedtately
joeded them and were inserted at the sane places In the
fllias as were the qoestlons In the "questions* version. They
covered the sasw Material.
.. v opuletion of 3059 tenth-grade students In seven
Pennsylvania high schools participated in the experiment. Of
this nuaher, an analysis was made of the test scores of 13:*2
subject, co.-aprisin.r 111 hoys and 111 girls from sash of six
of the sevon schools. The experimental sample was selected
by a&tehing individuals across Hi aix schools for sex, age,
and menial ability {as Measured by the Otll *tr*g
Cental AMI sat). Blnoe the samples In all ttie schools
were | ily Identical with fMfttt to age, sex, and in-
telligence test scores, the sample in each school wns used
as an intact group for one version of each of the two filnss.






In executing the experltaont the student* ware first given
a list of the unfamiliar words which would be aenti in
the film. In the case of the inserted questions versions,
yy were give* verbal instructions about answering t.
questions in the fila on a social answer sheet, The -"ILs
version was tfiown, and Inrsediately afterwards, a alllpXs*
ice iters teat was administered. The teat on the "wrenches'*
fil» contained aewonty-ono iteas; the tost on the *Soaks*"
f. lira Included seventy-four. The testa were readsainistared
after i period of four weoks as a m ana of net*. reten-
tion of learning
.
is results of the experiment were not as indicative as
had been originally assuraed, although it was found that the
repetition version and the inserted questions end statements
versions were generally superior to the original files shown
once. :"howing the fi la twice (repetition version) was auout
as effective for tea" specific Important polats as ea-
isiein{r these potass directly by the Insertion of partici-
pation questions or reinforcing statements.
wever, the results that were obtained I at
defended due to the fact that the rank order of (fee six
methods was generally inconsistent as between both sexes and
both filffis. The res at that Later-eefcool variabil-
ity nay have been alsiost as great as the inter-jae thod varia-
bility despite the matching techniques used.




wort able to state that the absence of a generally consistent
order of effectiveness of the various treatments of their
experiment, limited the conclusions tti&t could be drawn. t
did seem clear, though, that both inserted questions and
statements and repetition of the film without inserted mater-
ial were effective in facilitating learning, Nevertheless,
showing the film twice, a relatively simple and inexpensive
procedure, seer.ed to be about as effective as the more
elaborate methods used.
in. suhim ahd owminio ..;*ips
-eanlngfulness- Preliminary overview . The use of in-
structional films in class room situations has revealed that
film introductions and summaries may vary in their effects
from a point of interfering with the instructional effeots
of the main body of the film to a point of making significant
contribution to achieving the instructional objectives. The
general belief is that properly planned and produced intro-
ductions and summaries in films may make it unnecessary for
Instructors to give verbal introductions and summaries which
are related to the defined instructional objectives of the
films. Furthermore, there is a certain amount of evidence
to suggest that an oral introduction to a film for the pur-
pose of orienting and motivating the audience, results in
more learning. This, however, raises the questions: (1)
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tional film equally valuable; if not (2) Can it be improved;
and (S) What functions can it be expected to perform? These
questions are especially important relative to instructional
tasks which are to be accomplished by sound motion pictures
exclusively. (6) (33)
A film introduction is defined as that portion of a
film, excluding the main and credit titles, which begins the
presentation, and runs up to the beginning of the body of
the filia. The possiblo functions of an introduction to a
film may be classified under the following eleven headings: (S3)
1. Stresses the importance of the material in the film.
2. Stresses the consequences If the material in the
film is not learned.
I. introduces the characters to appear in the film.
4. Poses the problem to be dealt with in the film.
5. Sets the stage, that is, orients the audience to the
scene of action.
6. Points out important features which will be devel-
oped in the film and to wnich the audience should
pay special attention.
7. Secures the attention of the audience by soma
dramatic device.
8. Shows the trainee the relevance of the material in
the film to what he has learned previously.
9. Explains to the instructor the situation for which
the film is intended.
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10. Provides additional inspiration which might moti-
vate the student or trainee to undertake further
activities after seeing the film.
11. Shows the purpose of the film. (Probably one of
the moot important functions of an introduction is
to tell the student exactly what the film is about.)
The filming technique which may be used to attain these
objectives can slmllarily be classified: (1
1. Live action. (Simple movement from real life.)
2. **T>ra£aatlcn live action. (Action used with dramatic
effect.)
5. Use of isodels (scale representations).
4. Animation.
5. Flasiies forward (short shots of scenes to follow are
included in the introduction).
6. Titles to explain the film.
7. Keraarks by an authority on the subject.
8. Karration by an off-stage commentator.
9. Demonstration of a task being performed.
10. Slow Motion or speeded notion.
11. Diagrams, still shots, tables, graphs.
12. Audience participation (as in asking a question and
allowing time for an answer).
Interested in this problem of comparing the effectiveness
of instructional sound motion pictures by varied introductions
employed in the film, Lathrop (47) (33) lias conduoted a study
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which compared the effects on learning of the different kinds
of introductions. It was his contention that introductions
oould be divided into two broad categories, those which
motivate the audience, and those which direct their atten-
tion.
The motivating kind of introduction la considered aa
one which will prepare the audience for what is to be pre-
sented in the future. It allows time for the audience to
become adjusted to the theatre conditions or conditions of
the room In which the picture is to be shown, such as dark-
ness, quietness, and seats. It is believed that this kind
of introduction is best served by being presented in a form
representing a life-like situation, (47)
The other kind of introduction is one in which the at-
tention la directed to the sain points to be covered in the
subsequent filsi. This kind of introduction calls to the
attention of the audience the high lights and principal con-
cepts of the film, and directs the attention of the audience
to these points. Sew and pertinent information is presented
in the introduction, but in a isuch briefer form than that
which follows in the body of the pioture. (47)
Lathrop (99) developed an exp;riia^nt which was directly
concerned with Measuring the effect on learning of the intro-
ductory sequences of several typical instructional films.
From a review of one hundred and thirty Instructional films,
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able Introductions. The film dealt with topics o£ general
interest but widely separated as to subject matt r. Two
experimental versions were prepared for each of the three
files: Version . was the conple te filaj Version :i was
the sane f Ilm minus the Introductory sequence only . The
naln title and credit titles were Included in both versions
of each film.
To properly evaluate his experiment, Lathrop (S3) odd-
struoted tests on the material in each of the three films,
such questions bearing on the facts in the >ody of the f 11a
only , lie asked no question on the facts contained only in
the introduction. However, multiple -choice test questions,
each with four choices , were asked on three different
classes of facts in the films:
1. The facts contained in the photographic images only.
2. The faots contained in the sound track only.
5. The Cacti found in both the Image* and sound track.
Pilot-runs were csade to check Hi* validity and relia-
bility of tha tasts and poor questions were eliminated.
Each test finally included from fifty to sixty items.
Approximately flv» hundred ninth gr- le J gn school stu-
dents took part in the experiment. They were divided into
three experimental groups each containing a uniform number
of boys and girls. One group acted as a control &roup and
took the teat without seeing a film. The second group saw
the complete film (Version I), while the third group saw the
Mx*










nno-introduotion 1 ' version aversion IX). DM groups were ro-
tated 00 taut each group oeaaae a dif ferent experimental
group for each of uie three films, mus, each group acted
us a control group for one film, as a group seeing the ver-
sion without, the introduction for another, and finally, as a
group seeing the entire fila for the third, i'he groups were
alao rotated with respect to projection rooas and teat aa-
alcistr«tors.
the test followed ioraediately upon the film- snowing.
Iwenty-five ninut«s were allowed for its completion. 1'hus,
a single forty-five minute period provided ample time for
showing a fila and giving the teat.
A survey of the results obtained from Lathrop*s (53)
experiment indicates that the groups which saw the experi-
mental fllas generally did socewnat better loan the control
gr mps wnicn did not see the fllas, nowever, tne differ-
ences between the groups which saw the entire fila. and
those saw the fila minus the introduction » ere am&ll. A*or
" »' i "
two fllas the introductions apparently &ada e&all positive
contributions, while for tne third fila the introduction
seemed to nave an aaverae effect on learning, fftis latt«r
unexpected result was carefully checked and proved to oe
authentic.
i*roea tnese results, it oeco^os evident that among exist-
ing filssw* typical introductory sequences can raaJce small
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introductions may havo an adverse effect on learning, possi-
bly through misdir eting the student' a attention. I'nia tends
to show that there is an urgent need for an experimental ap-
proach to the problems of producing film introductio os,
based on sound learning principles, which will make positive
contributions to learning. These should help to offset
shortcomings in methods of presentation when using films to
supplement instruction, or as an exclusive means of Instruc-
tion. The next step In this direction could be an evaluation
of the relative importance of the different functions which a
film introduction might perform. (X5)
Ln order to properly round out Lathrop's (88) investiga-
tions, ijorford (33) conducted a similar experiment which
paralleled this research on film Introductions. Tnis parallel
study was an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the
summary In some typical instructional films, and to suggest
what functions the film summary might be expected to perform
in order to improve the film as an instructional tool.
ie tern "film summary" can be defined as a concluding
sequence produced as an integral and purposeful part of the
educational soun<: motion picture, which embraces one or more
of the functions of review, recapitulation, statement of im-
portance, and/or the issuing of a challenging note; it may
also contain an "application" of the information, o contain
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mary Is usually preceded by a fade- in of the photographic
image, and a natural break in the sound track, which separ-
ates it froa the body of the film proper. It oes not In-
clude TaB KftE title. U2)
Horford's (15J procedure for conducting the experiment
on film summaries was identical with that used by Lathrop (i
for the fila introduction research, fhe only basic differ-
ences were in the fila subjeot matter and the type of t*st
questions presented to the population envolved. The results
of the film summary exp*rim*>nt were similar to the introduo-
llewl experiment In triat the groups which saw the films
definitely did better on toe tests than the control groups
which did not see the films. The differences were small be-
tween the groups which saw the complete films, and those
which saw the filets alnue tne suarariea . For all three films
*** suiasarieji apparently made ssaaii positive contributions
to learning.
From these roaults on film sumsfcries it is possible to
deduce that these films, which included what seemed to be the
best available summary sequences as produced today, are not
materially better than toey would he without the summaries,
wwvertheleaa, in view ol the fact that a review or summary of
a lesson is generally accepted as being beneficial to learn-
ing, it is reasonable to assume that better results should
be expected to accrue from film summaries. This, then, sug-
gests the urgent need for some experimental work on the
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Mproblems of producing film summaries, based on established
arniag principles, which w5.ll be raore effective aids to
learnl > , he film sumnarios which wore tested. (
Ieanisv,rulneaa-adequato ophiasis on details. That
there la among i ' 1 a difference in content dif
f
.y ia
a readily observable fact. There are at least four general
aeta of factors which would influence difficulty so far aa
any given group of viewera ia oonoerned. ae are: (1)
Familiarity of the viewer a with the subject matter of the
film, (2) charaotariatics of the preaentiition of the nat^rlal,
(8) rapidity with which ideaa are preaented to the viewers,
(4) diflXo/ilty of ' !eas preseatea when familiarity w-
ject is constant. (4?)
There is also a difference in the length of films. How-
ever, in producing filas, characteristic a of length have
been decided largely upon the basis of considerations other
than those relating to instructional effectiveness. 2he
quest! >n of ** long a film should be to attain maximum in-
structional effectiveness cannot at pro sent be r.nswered ex-
cept on the basis of a priori judgments. (45)
Both length and ideu frequency are themselves related in
a very practical way. The contents of a filsi (the total uum-
ber of ideas, concepts, or facts which it presents) aay be
spread over a long perlsd sf time. The number of ideas,
concepts, or facts presented in relation to th© total length
is a mo&sstre of the "Idea frequency** of a flla. Ideas, con-
% Biwrmi
Ml It £mu
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Mff
., or facts themselves vary in difficulty, so that on*
idea is not nsoeaaarlly the equivalent of another idea.
-> refers, a method of content analysis is needed which
will moot certain standards of reliability and validity. (45)
;ed with coo question whether or not increasing the
concentration of facta in a fila would result in a propor-
tionate increase in learning, /inoont, ,-sh, and Greenhill
1) conducted a research in order to determine the effect
on learning of varying: (1) -he total amount of factual in-
formation presented in a iila of a given length, and (2) the
length of time allotted to conveying a fixed amount of
inforautlon.
Four experimental fila versions dealing with the causes
and manife stations of the weather were made up from a series
of tiavy training films on aerology. The Long Heavy version
ran 29 ainutea and contained 224 facta; the Lorif> .^liSht ver-
sion also ran 29 ainutea but contained Hi fao^s. The Short
Heavy version ran 14 ainutea and contained 112 facto; the
>rt Lljijht vera! on ran 14 ainutea but contained 56 facts.
ihe total number of words in each pair of equal length kept
constant by the uee of repetitions, introductory statements,
and other "filler" material which did not add new facts.
the four experimental versions were shown to four groups
in each of three different populations, High School students
(1Mb grade), Air t orce basic trainees, and College students.
In in | ulation a fifth control group did not see the fila.
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mAll groups ta m sane ISA ite» »ul tiplo-ohoioe question
>rmation test. 1*he ilitzh School and oroe groups took
the test again after delays of four weeks and seven weeks
respectively.
;o» their experiment, Vincent, ash, and Greenhill (61)
were able to ascertain that significant learning did ooour.
Every group which saw an oxperiaaental film earned a substan-
tially high** score than the control group which did i>
see a fil». 2he •'beat" version in an all-around sense, on
the basis of total score, differed fro® population to popu-
lation, ror the iifih School sample the Short Heavy version
se-.irsed to be the sso^t effective, for the ;-*-ce and Col-
lege suaples the Loap, Light voraion seemed to he Most effec-
tive, at una 0iid of the delayed rooall period, all differ-
ences among the versions were aach smaller than they had
been on the isuaadiate retention test, and Most of thea were
not significa.
ft is spparemt frou the data gathered* by VIneeu '
,
,
and tireenhill vol'', that packing aore and More info
into a film yields only very slight inoreisenta in tofctl
Measured ImmTmImj . n no case did the Long Heavy fila group
learn anything approaching twice as smoh as hort ;ieavy
or Long groups, nor did the let tor learn twice as Much
as the | Light group. Moreover, an analysis of die test
peri'oraa^oe suggested that the files were raUier difficult










nlevel or the scripts waa at the ?th or 8 th grade.
Patterpin ^-""aaporal patterns . ~n a broad sense, It aan
be aaid, that there are two great areas for research involv-
ing the sound motion picture: <1) the cor plex atresias of
events which occur in the sequences of pictures, end (2) the
equally coraplex streams of events which occur in the sound
track or correentary. These two streams of , as tnsy
are channeled t h the sens ?ry processes of sewing and
ring, meet and merge in the brain. Here the problems
arise of how these varieties of stimuli interact, int< »,
reinforce or inhibit the comunicrtion of gleanings.
This area of research la extremely complex and diffi-
cult. Ihe meaningful definition of even a few of the prob-
lems and the isolation of some of tfrxe variables Is no r«ean
achievement. Zuckerm&n (575) In his research ct cover-
ing this category, has not only defined sever ortant
variables, but he has also developed, experimental designs
which have led to significant no*r -points which oers
of instruc 1 films may wish to consider in the future.
In instructional filn production today, "he follow'
assumptions me* be ssade with some increased degree of sea*
fldenoe: (1) re can be too much talk as well as too
little in film coataentsrios, (2) the KHM or forms of
address make for differences in the In* true 1 effective-
ness of a film, and finally, (?) In the production of a sound
inu
ro 96'
Motion picture intended to t;iw training in akilla, eerioua
<sideration lionli be given to the problem of caa tlailn^
or the verbal direatlona (or cues) alth the visual iireo-
tions (or cuosj. It nay be auggeated that either the visual
or sauna cue 8 ahould be given * tjuoe priori ty, doponding
m their relative importance al various points in a fil*
for inatruo&in^ traineea in the per-forfisanoe of trie task. (51)
(44)
Zuokerman (55) oonce*ved the hypo theaia that a percept-
ual-iaotor task such aa knot tying, could be taught by oieana
oi Mtlofl pioturea alone, and that verbal uesorlptions of tne
aots involved in the akill would inoreaae the effectiveness
of t\*} lnatruotional fill*, that la, the commentary would in-
oreaae learning. In aose respects, Zuekeriaan's work paral-
leled that of 1 oahal f a (45), previously diacuasad in thia
chapter, however, auokertoan's objective was the level of
verbalisation needed to effect learning rather than the re&l-
last of the photographic presentation.
was Zuokeraan* s (53) purpoae to determine the efioota
ox three kinds of variations In the commentary of instruc-
tional files, dealing with the learning of knot- tying taaka.
Various levels of verbalisation of the action and relation-
ships of parts occurring in f llua demonstrating the tying of
the bowline, aneet bend and opaniah bowliii*, were tested.
) other types of variations were also investigated; The








erenee ) In toe coasr.antury, and the role played by the phase
relatione of the picture and sound.
ml variables were designed as follows:
1. Levels of verbalization: Hone, low, medium, high,
2. Personal reference: First person, second person,
third person passive, and imperative.
S. Phase relationships: Sound leading the picture,
sound lagging behind the picture.
To carry out his experiment, Zuckersmn (55) used special'
ly produced experimental motion pictures demonstrating the
tying of the three knots (bowline, sheet bend, and Spanish
bowline) and had them shown to groups of Naval trainees, ue
had 1737 men divided into groups of about sixty, and ran
comparisons through pairs of these experimental groups. The
test of learning was the actual performance of the knot-
tying tasks immediately after a film-showing of each knot.
After a liberal time allowance for the tying, the correctly
tied knots were counted.
From his experiments, Zuckerman CM) found that, in
terms of the proportion of subjects tying the knots correct-
ly, the film with no sound was the weakest of all the exper-
imental versions, however, in the low level verbalisation
film, the addition of descriptions of the main movements used
in tying the knots increased the number of correctly tied
bowlines and Spanish bowlines, while it had no significant
effect on the number of sheet bends. This can be explained
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by the fact that tying the sheet bend requires some intricate
orientation of the tying lines, which was not brought out
at this level of commentary. In terms of the niuabers of sub-
Jeots tying all three knots corrcatly, the medium level
verbalisation film was the best of those in the verbalisa-
tion series. This version was produced by die addition of
cues of orientation to the commentary contained in the low
verbalization film, which gave information about the cross-
ing of lines to the right or left, formation of loops above
or below lines, and similar directions. It was interesting
to note that the addition of detailed descriptions of she
appearance of parts in the high level verbalisation film
not only did not improve performance but caused a distinct
drop in the proportion of correctly tied knots. Although
learning from this film was almost identical with that from
the low verbalization version, it was still better than that
for the no sound film.
In regard to personal references, it was found that,
based on the proportion of knots correctly tied, the film
using the first person ("x") was third in order of the films
in this section of the experiment. B«ft it did not differ
significantly from the others. The film version using the
second person ("You") was equal in effectiveness to the film
containing the imperative mood, and these two films turned
out to be the best in the series in terms of the proportion
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In tiie group was the one using the third person passive ("a
loop is formed..."). It differed from the film using the
Imperative mood and the second person in that a significant-
iy lower number of subjects tied the knots correctly. The
film which used the imperative moodi"Form a loo ...") was
equal In effectiveness to that film containing the second
person, and both those films were on a par as the most ef-
fective in the series.
Froa the standpoint of phase relationships, the overall
results from using the two films in this group demonstrated
that the film with the sound leading the picture, that is,
where the commentary slightly precedes the visual represen-
tation it describes, was superior to the film in which the
commentary follows slightly behind the visual representation
on the screen. When the analysis for each iniividual knot
was made, however, it was found that results for the Span-
ish bowline presented the only statistically significant
ierenoe. This may be explained by the varying levels of
difficulty of the three knot.*, Sbwrs were more cues in the
Spanish bowline commentary than in those for the other two
knots. This was necessary because the sequence of knot- tying
movements was relatively more complex for the Spanish
bowline.
The exploratory nature of Zuokerraan's (55) experiment
places restrictions on its Interpretation, as do the nature












with these limitations, the following conclusions seen justi-
fied:
1. In teaching knot- tying tasks by means of instruc-
tional films, some verbal descriptions of the acts assist
the learner, but. verbalisation may bo increased to a point
where it interferes with and actually reduces learning.
2. "i 1th a military population in an authoritarian at-
mosphere, directive statements using die imperative mood or
the second person active are aore effective than first or
third person in promoting learning. oddly enough* third
person passive statements, which ore commonly used in f 11a
commentaries, proved to be least effective.
3. The phase relationships of the auditory and visual
elements in sound films teaching knot- tying had an important
bearing on the effectiveness of the films. It is possible
that this timing variable is closely related to the level
of difficulty and complexity of the task. Further research
is needed to ascertain the procedures for determining the op-
timal phase relations of picture and commentary in sound film*
Based on the above conclusions, it might be advisable
to tentatively offer a few pertinent suggestions for use by
interested filsa writer a, directors, and film project offi-
cers. In the first plaoe, it must be recognised that there
is an optimal level of verbalisation in the commentary; care
should be taken not to load the sound track wish too much
verbal detail, nor, on the other hand, should verbal deaorip-
HH adi*
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tiona of oruoial visual relationships be omitted, .foreovsr,
for ailitary trainees accustomed to direct orders, strong
dlreotive statements nay be more desirable for promoting
learning Chan passive statements. There Is sons evidence
tnat the personalization of commentary by use of the second
parson ("You") is helpful. Finally, where the learner must
be alerted to a visual relationship or detail, some advance
section in terms of seconds of commentary lead is desir-
able. (53)
. Ml 1 OF KFFBCT
Demonstration of wron^ method . Until recently there
been an almost complete lack of research that studied the
characteristics of films themselves. The question of how
much "better" or "worse" instructional films are than some
other medium has been dealt with often. The question of
what are the necessary characteristics of a "good" or "bet-
ter" teaching film, has been posed only rarely.
Since 1947, several studies have attacked problems of
the characteristics of the film itself. As previously dis-
cussed, hoshal (45) dealt with the relative effectiveness of
several ways of handling the visual material or pictures,
and iiuckeraan (53) dealt with characteristics of the com-
mentary or sound track. These an*l other stuiies showed that
the effectiveness of instructional flits is In large measure
a function of film techniques employed. The studies showed
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clearly that sons film variables yielded more learning than
others. (25)
As an early atep in this kind of research, Jaspen (28)
undertook to investigate the relative effects on learning
of certain characteristics or variables In filns designed
to coach an assembly skill. A basic preliminary question
which he devised to be answered was: What characteristics
should training f llms have so that, by themselves and with-
out help from instructors or books, they may be used to
teach effectively in an emergency situation'*
For Ms project, Jaspen {2b) selected the assembly of
the breech block for the 40mra antiaircraft gun as the par-
ticular skill to be taught through the film aMidiun. The
particular learning variables which he studied were Verbal-
isation, Hate of tevelopmont, nomenclature, rrors, w iow-
it-Works% and Repetition. These variables May be defined
as follows: (•) (25)
1. Level of Verbalisation refers to the amount
narration used to describe the action of a film (expressed
in average number of words per minute of film). Where the
action of a film is the alrple demonstration of an assembly
task. Level of Verbalization is a relationship between how
much is said and how much is demonstrated or cone pic moral-
ly, if each frame { ur each minute) of a film is part of the
demonstration, then the amount demonstrated can be expressed
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average nuiabor of words par minute of ilia.
Hate of Development is the speed or tempo with
which a ^ivon amount of material is covered pictoriaily.
If one picture used four huni:*ed foot of fila so demon-
strate* how to assemble a breech block, and a aeoond ire
used eight hundred feet o€ fila to demonstrate hov to as-
semble a alailar brae oh blook, then the first fila had a
faster rate of development than the second. In othor words,
it took half as isuoh time. 'JEha increase in fila footage (or
tlae) aaay be the result of taking sore snota, letting the
*era run longer for each shot, or a combination of aore
and longer shots. In manipulating tiiis variable in Jaspen'a
experiment, sound tracks were varied only as aauch as noces-
sary to correspond with the pictorial sequence.
5. Somonclafcure refers to the use of the technical
names of the parts of the breech block.
4. Kvievil are illustrated by the showing of comaon er-
rors to be avoided in p««rforcIn& the assembly tat .
,
5. ftHow-lfeSorksn is the use of a film sequence ahowing
the principles of operation and function of the bret leak,
6. Repetition refers to the number of times . *sie
deconstrut ion of the assembly task is presented in a fila.
With verbalization ana rate of development, Jaapei,
established degrees for comparative invest!^. and
lo« verbalisation, slow and fast rates oi development, la
tiie case of nomenclat-jro, igiey g, and *how*lt-* , the
~v.
«*f >







pre sane* or absence of Umbo variables in Uu filai were cjh-
pared o For exaisplc, a fil» has, or -oea not have the ae~
que no* showing errors to oe avoided; a iila has, or does
not nave the teebnioal naaea or the pares; a film aaa, or
does noc nave s sequence snowing how tne device wor^s.
regard to r« petition, a iila depicted one, i.«o, Lares, or
*r deisonstra tions of breech Jiocjt assembly.
I provide for en evaluation of trie effectiveness of
these variables, seventeen versions of a iila designed to
teach assembly of th*? breech block wera produced. I filsi
version contained a planned pattern of variables, Jaspen's
(2b) prooiea, then, was to determine which degree of each
variable was tne ©ore effective, and which, anong the six
variables, were the more aigniiioant in staking an instruo-
HXsil filss of this type more effective.
m order to carry out his experinen t, Jaspon (2b) was
given permission to select apprentice seamen at the Haval
Training Station, >/reat Lakes, Illinois, to whom were shown
the experimental fila versions.
. irty men wore selected froat each of eighty- one cos-
panics, on the basis of age, education, Havy toNMral Class-
ifioation test score, and &avy keoaanioul test score. All
ox wie sen selected were aged between 16 years, -nth a,
and 31 years, taeniae, ihey had nad at least six years of
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sc-orea not lower then 40 and not higher than 60, and the
Mechanical sptltude scores were established at identical
levels. Th^se requirements insured that the groups select-
ed for training and testing would be comparable and homo-
geneous. Hoao^eiV».t^jr was further achieved by restricting
th« k experimental population to those Individuals whose com-
)d General Classification feat and Mechanical Aptitude
soores totalled between 90 and 110.
A detail of proctors was assigned to the experiment for
each week of the study. Kach detail consisted of thirty-six
awn. This Included a proctor for each of the thirty ae-
eaablers being tested at a given tiae. Proctors were select-
ed only from companies which did not provide assemblers;
their "OCT" scores w re for the most part, superior (above
60). aeh detail of proctors was given four hours of In-
struction in reading standardised Instruct ions, operating a
stop-watch, keeping records, sooring breech block assembly,
and othnr necessary skills.
The experiment was executed by giving a standard moti-
vational speech to each group of thirty men. The thirty men
were then shown one of ths film versions. ^ft*>r the film
showin;?, the men ware directed to the testing room, which was
equipped with ten long tables, on the tables, for each man,
was a Test record Sheet, with the man's nam and service
nuaher and a number Identifying tfie proctor assigned to test
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a signal was jjiven for the testing to start. Proctors read
a standard sat of dire o tione, laid out the parts of the
disassembled breeoh block In a standardised pattern, and
told the assemblers to begin work. Aa assembler was timed
from the moment he touched the first part until he completed
the assembly. .a prootor raoorded his tine (in seconds)
for euch of ten assembly trials. If an assembler failed to
assemble the block in ten minutes. It was disassembled aad
he was told to try again. If he succeeded the second time,
he continued for a total of ten trials. If he failed, he
was dismissed, and his performance was recorded as a failure,
I a result of his experiment, Jaspen (2b) was a le to
establish that learning -oes occur exclusively from film
instruction. In the case of the moat effective films, as
many as 9&f> of the subjects succeeded in learning to assem-
ble the breech block within a time limit of ten minutes. It
Is interesting to note that in a follow-up study to this
experiraent, only 15> of a control group which reoeived no
instruction whatever was successful in assembling the breech
block in a ten minute trial. (26)
?he experiment results further showed that the differ-
ent films varied greatly In effectiveness. Less than half
the subjects who saw the least effective version wmym able
to complete th«? assembly within the first ton ©Inures; the
median time for tills group was 749 seconds. The median for
the moat effective film was 101 seconds.
tmwt < ,J«














By arrai the film versions la order of effective-
ness as measured by tixa criterion of mean speed, Jaspen (M
found ihe xollowing to bo trues
1, The Mast effective version had a alow rate of devel-
opment, showed errors, and included thr -e assembly "emon-
atrations.
hi second most effective version had a slow rute of
development, showed errors, and included three assembly
demonstrations.
3. Of the next four most effective versions, eaoh iutd
similar slow rate of development, showed errors, and includ-
ed two aasenbly demonstrations.
4. re were seven other versions which revealed a
diminishing order of effectiveness. Kaoh of these included
ier a alow rate of development or errors but not both.
included two assembly demonstr a,
jcs febe results of Jaspen' a (25) experiment, th*rc c -
pears to be a justification for some basic conclusions and
reoomuendati ns concerning films designed to teach an as-
sembly task of the kin i used in his study.
.ndamen tally, a slow rate of development is apparently
a moat important factor in making a teaching film effective.
Hew material in films should few covered pic torially at as
slow a speed aa ia consistent; with other considerations.
In general, this spaed would be slower tfoan is customary in
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of the task should add considerably _o the teaching effec-
tiveness of a given f Ilia, even when the film is otherwise
already effective. It should be recommended that repeti-
tion of basic sequences within the files, perhaps with vari-
ations, be made part of the design of films which arti in-
tended to toach assembly tasks. There are indications that
the showing, in the film, the coasion errors to be avoided,
increases the instructional effectiveness of a given film,
t should also be recommended that, in addition to showing
right ways to perform a task, films also point out common
errors to be avoided. The use of technical nomenclature
does not appear to facilitate the learning of an assembly
skill and may actually interfere with such learning. ~f
technical nomenclature must be used in films, It should be
recognised as constituting an additional teaching ourden,
and the film treatment should be extended accordingly.
In the final analysis, therefore, it can be concluded
that a suitable film which makes use of a slow rate of devel-
opment, repetition, and the pointing out of errors, can, by
Itself, teach with a high degree of effectiveness. In
Jaspen's (25) experiment, 9&$ of the men who saw a single
showing of such a film and who received no other instruction,
learned how to assemble the breech block.
V. (MURM
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techniques employed by many of today's Instructional film
i«rs rov;ala, that they aspire to oommunioate princi-
pally through the pictorial "language 1* of the sound fila
and to use the sound coisaentary merely to reinforce the
pictorlally presented meaning. However, preliminary tests
of learning from current sound films have indicated that
the principal burden of factual communication in the major-
ity of these films is carried by the stream of events of the
sound commentary, hegardleas of evaluations of Che relative
importance of the picture versus the sound oo?sr;entary,
strict investigations of the commentary are very pertinent
to the objectives of any fila research program. (4) f
course, it would be valuable to know the relative efficiency
of the two film channels, visual and auditory, so ttsftw If
one could be demonstrated to be more efficient than the
other, acre emphasis could be ^iven to this channel in mak-
ing a film. However, this lm oses extremely difficult ex-
perimental problems. xperimsntal films would have to be
Kluced which contained equal numbers of visual and audi-
tory items, and it would be necessary to find some way of
knowing that these iceme are of equal difficulty. To have
unequal numbers of video and aud: .> items would be unsatis-
factory, because It is probably easier to learn a high pro-
portion of a small number of items than it is to learn a
high proportion of a large number of items. (33)
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thereby provide a departure point for more detailed study,
Nelson and Moll (3fc>) have conducted two experiments in
which the effectiveness of the auditory and visual elements
in instructional films was cor- pared so that relative con-
tributions to learning by theue elements could be studied.
Two films dealing with aerodynamics (Theory of Flight and
blems of Flight ) wore used in one experiment; the other
experiment used a film entitled Land and Live in the Desert ,
portraying desert survival procedures.
Multiple choice item tests were constructed covering
the information in each film. 30£ss of the ltsas were based
on information contained in the visuals, others were bused
on the commentary, and itetas in a third group were based on
information to be found in both the visual and auditory
ohannels. Somm of the items in the test were In picture
form, the others were verbal.
The aerodynamics films study used 450 Array reserve Of-
ficer trainees divided into el^ht test groups as follows:
Gr up .v (control group) did not see or hear e-ther
film.
Qroup B saw and heard Theory of Flight only.
Group C saw ana heard both films.
Group D saw and heard Theory of Flight , but only saw
Problems of i'll^ht.
Group K-l saw and hea id The ory of * 1 1gn
t
. but only heard
r oblems of Flight In the dark.
iup B*fl saw and heard -Jheory of rli^nt , out only heard
Problems of Pll&h t in the light.






I only hoard both filas (in uh» dark).
Oroup only sun both lllaa vno sound).
a Assert survival filo sxperla-u nt used 588 college
students divided at rundoa Into live test groups as follows:
Group C (control group) did not sc*e or iwar tne film.
Jr (up i£ only heard the ilia In tne light.
at) only heard the fila in the dark.
Group V only saw tiie rilm (no sound).
Group B b j Ui saw and heard the film.
*t ter the means of the group test scores were compared,
lielson and toll (58) were able to determine that in every
case the groups which had a^e fila treatment were better t;.an
the control groups which did not see or hoar any illn.
rtheroore, the groups which saw and heard a filra wore
better than the groups wnich only saw r only heard the
film. In both studies, it was round t a.t hearing the sound
track in tne dark was slightly more effective than hearing
it In the light,
lielson and oil (ob) were also able to show that for the
fild Tne ory of Flight, the visual factor was very much more
important than the audio in contributing to the total ef-
fectiveness of the film. For rrobleas of frllgft.t, HMI audio
factor was somewhat more important than the visual factor.
Per these two filias the "both" factors w< re snail but posi-
tive, indicating that sons items were taught by both the
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in txie , eiert , the audio factor was slightly wore important
than she visual factor in contributing to the tot:l effec-
tiveness of this film, the "both* factor for the film was
quite large and negative, indicating that there was son*
overlay of the au 'io and visual elements in teaching certain
items,
I their experiiaenta, Kelson and *!oll (38) were pri-
marily concerned with the over-all effectiveness of tne
audio and visual eleraensa in contributing to total learning
fro*3 a >rae typical instructional filiaa. their experiments
did not investigate the relative efficiency of the two madia,
visual and auditory, mainly becau e tills question posed an
experimental problem too difficult for attempted solution at
the time. )ione the less, Jtim research that was successfully
conducted did reveal that slgni ? " leant learning accrued from
the presentation of the film as a whole, and from --ha pre-
sentation of either the audi- or visual channel alone. Yet,
neither channel was consistently hotter than the other. he
relative effectiveness seems to depend on the particular
film and its content. On the other hand. It was determined
that both channels together were consistently better than
either one alone. This helped to identify a "^oth* factor.
Where this is a "plus" factor, as in ~,he aerodynamics films
study, the "both" indicates that scene Items are tau^it joint-
ly by the audio and the visual working together; where "both"
is a "minus" factor, as in the desert survival film study,
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1it oa'.es that a one item ore taught in both Mm audio
and visual channela. I other >»orde, there ia a tendency
to soma overlappin n (renaral, with regard to the S»HP-
I'uca>r alone, hearing the sound tract in the dark ap-
pears to bo slightly superior to heuring it in the light.
•oa these studies, tiien, it ia possible to imply that
both the audio and visual eleaonts of films are effective
channels of concjunlcation. Each channel is uniquely cap-
able of conveying certain types of information. However,
since both channels togethet are rsore effective Shan either
one alone , the object should be to achieve the best possi-
ble integration of the visual and the audio eletasnta of
fills*. (58)
At tltudea and intare a ta. His readily disoernaole in-
fluence o the entertainment notion picture as well as the
more recent television , ivoa support to the assumption that
audience attitude toward and identlf lot* wion vim the main
cha. acter of a flln has some effect on the learning oot ined
froa the fila. In this respect, "Identification" can oe de-
fined as a dynamic ess of relating one soli to persons
and groups. Stagner (49) stated that, "Identification is
the phenomenon whi^h occurs when an individual imputes to
hiiaself, and acts o t, the characteristics of another per-
son", identification is accordingly uaaauraole in terms of
attitudes held towards those persons and groups. It may be





on behavior, *aid that tneae attitudes lol
.
that lean*
h la related to thea© persona ami groupa. [\
tha baa.a of Just such a proposition,
has formulated two hypotneaes aul table for teatli
1. Tfeftt individuals for whom tha occupational rola
of the aiain character of toa
.
Latew*
a high prestige v&Iuq would laarn mora factual
information Fro film, change favtbUar,
in attitude a In tha direction auggestaa by tha
f ilia, than those for whoa ahla oc ional roie
had a low prestige value.
2. That where an established identification with a
ssaln e.-iaracter go* ] Mamatf to exist, on Mm
basia of institute snal affiliation, those people
who possessed a Lna tl tu 11ona1 axi ilia 4 would
learn more, and change further in attitudes in the
direction augg*ate;4 oy the film, than those w
had no such affiliation.
In order to teat his hypotheses, Ffthl*f \~®) devised an
experijasntal procedure incorporating trie dramatic fil*a, Kaya
Of t a in^dom. atarring tha popular actor Oregorj fa ok, in
the well defined role of a Catholio priest, fbla filsa
depicts the career of a priest who served aa a alaaionary
in China, and develops a theme of religious tolerance
through the behavior and philosophy of She m&Ln eharaoter.
I evaluate the audiences 1 potentiality for identifica-
tion with the flias's siain character, two indices ware used:
1. A rank-order scale of the prestige of the role of
Catholic prieat,, on which each individual was required to
ranit, in order of prestige for hisi, a la van occupations,
anong which was Catholic priest.
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nor non-U ftUna with the Catholic
- re the effects of the f lla three devices were
•aplo/od
:
1. Two *itrnate forsia or an attitude ao^le to measure
rei a tolor«uee.
teat on the m\ inforsiatiun Id the til .
. Yhe rank-order scale of occupational prestige.
iia teat population, Kisiiler (S9) aelocted 615 col-
lege students which In turn were divided into two subaamplea,
atige aubauaplo and affiliation aubsample. * or I
pr ii)a*ufipl3 two group** were selected that were coot-
parable with regard to a*> distribution and a measure of
.clastic aptitude bat which differed with respect Ml tie
ranking they assigned to the occupation 01 Catholic pxle.
x*y meiuber of one group r^nkec. the occupation of Catholic
b, the awabars of tho sttMMT group lwiaTti it low.
For the affiliation subsa;..ple, two groups were likewise)
selected which were similar on the Measure of academic apti-
1, tm% which differed according to aeabershlp or non-
aerabershlp in ttie Catholic Church.
In the actual testing, the rank-order scale of occupa-
tional preatlge was aasinistered to the total population
followed by one forea of the attitude sOikle on religious tol-






This in -urn was followed by a preset! Nation to the total
population of the sa»te rank-order sc<.le aou the alternate
fores oi the attitude scale, as well as trie lltf»rw tl im test
based on the fila.
, reference to -he prestige hypothesis, the results
for the infanta, sion teat and -he attitude scale were in trie
direction predicted by fishier (89), but the differences be-
tween those ranking the role of Catholic priwst high and
those ranking it low were not significant, however, the
high ran th<<t3St*ivcs exhibited a significant oiiange on
• religious tolerance attitude scale in she predicted
direction, while those ranking tne role low showea only an
Insign at change. On the other hand, th« results as-
sooia ed with the affiliation hypothesis indicated that the
group having institutional afi illation with trie Catholic
church reraeeibered more about the action of the filsi, but by
an amount that was at a sigi.il leant jainisufi. The religion a
tolerance scale revealed no sign if loan t differs ne^ between
Catholics and non-Catholics in axaount of attitude change.
teres tingly enough, both catholics and non-i _ica rated
the role of Catholic priest higher after seeing the f ilea, but
the orence between the two groups was apparently not
Blgalfloans.
Mi trie results of Klshler'a (29) study, it can be gen-
erally eoasludei that Jtie differences' found by his were in
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toe prtp osfcabiisned attitudes towards a film 1 s
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This study has been concerned with an investigation of
those problems which are considered to be pertinent and
unique in the production of ins tructional notion pictures
when such film produc ti M is governed by definite and ac-
ceptable principles ot psychological learning as adaptable
to the characteristics of this teaching medium. Is is be-
lieved that by asking a detailed presentation of the learn-
ing principles which appear to be most strongly related to
educational material offered in films, and associating such
principles directly with specific types of instructional
film already incorporating these principles, film producers,
who lack a thorough understanding of learning behavior, may
be enco> raged to attempt new approachs and research leading
to more effective Instructional motion pictures, At point-
ed out early in this study, it is the directors, super-
visors, and coorcii .a core of visual education in educational
systems 9 institutions, and organisations who must continue
to establish liaison between te&oher and film producer, it
is they who will execute It, and it is they who will admin-
ister the program on she local level. Therefore, it be-
comes highly essential that these groups do understand one
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another's problems and points of view and, further, that
they work together in the solutions of prooloms to a mutual
satisfaction. Film producers must understand the viewpoint
of educators, duoatora must understand and reapect the
problems of producers. Visual educationists must, above all,
thoroughly understand both. (SI)
By relating pertinent and appropriate psychological
learning principles to certain classes of actual and research
Instructional motion pictures, it is possible to present
definite, important conclusions and summarized principles
concerning the values of films in instruction end their sub-
sequent influence on human learning behavior.
A perusal of this study demonstrates that people do
learn from films. Through motion pictures, students are
able to obtain factual knowledge, to learn motor skills, to
interpret attitudes and opinions, and to react to specific
motivations. There is provided further Indication that
learning from films may be applied to other educational ob-
jectives, such as appreoiation and orientation. Furthermore,
It may be emphasized that instructional films can stimulate
other learning activities. This stimulation is manifested
in such activities as voluntary reading, discussion, appli-
cation, teamwork, and the like. Moreover, the fact cannot
be ignored that films facilitate thinking and problem solv-
ing. The evidence clearly indicates that the contribution
of films is to comprehension and understanding, rather than
au
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pure rot© memory. Th« investigation of carefully conducted
research studies reveals that people taught with films are
better able to apply their learning tnan people who have had
no film instruction. Finally, It oan be re-emphasised that
it is feasible for films to be considered equivalent to a
good instructor in communicating facts or deiiionstrtiting
procedures. However, because there are many teaching situ-
ations where this is not advisable, the use of live instruc-
tion is not precluded . On the other hand. It does mean that
films may be used exclusively for instruction when the in-
struction involves the presentation of certain fi ;r
demonstrations of particular procedures, end where face- to-
face leadership Is clearly not required. (23)
From a research of instructional film production and its
relation to effective learning behavior, as has been attempted
by this study, certain relevant principles governing the
dynamics of film influence on behavior can be concluded.
aentially though, it is Important to understand that,
wu^le a motion picture does not vary objectively from one
showing to another, or from one group to another, the mean-
ing of the motion picture always differs, sometimes extreme-
ly, among individuals who see the filsss. This variation In
meaning depends on the psychological characteristics of the
audience, the social circumstances surrounding the audience,
and the content and treatment of the film. Knowledge of the
dynamics of film influence makes possible the more accurate
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prediction of filji results , bettor planning and production
of films, and sore effective patterns of film utilization
in information, training, and education programs,
A detailed conclusion, therefore, can begin by point-
ing out that films are of greatest influence when their con-
tent reinforces and extends previous knowledge, attitudes,
and motivation, ?hcy are of least influenoe when previous
knowledge is inadequate, and when the film content is ante,
onlstic or oontrsry to existing attitudes and motivation.
Consequently, a person is able to respond to a film only in
terms of what he already knows, what he oan do, how he feels,
and what he wants, 9m person is not noticeably changed by
the film itself. It can, however, help to ch&ngo his atti-
tudes and opinions, his knowledge and skills. It should be
emphasised, moreover, that the influence of any one filia is
limited, but the influence of several films is cumulative.
This tends to show fchtt the effects of any motion picture
depend to a great extent on the reinforcing experiences pre-
ceding, following, or coincident with the actual film show-
ing. Therefore, it can be implied that whether intended or
used to extend and reinforce present behavior, or to reor-
ganise and redirect behavior, a film is of greatest effect
when It is planned, distributed, and used as one of a serxes
of related and cumulative experiences all of wnioh operate
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in the suae direction, aiailarily, when the objective of
the fila is reorganisation and redirection of behavior pat-
terns (including motivation), t .ere is increased necessity
for reinforcing she fila with additional instruction.
All personnel associated with the planning and produc-
ing of instructional rilas aunt realize that the influence
of a action picture Is specific, H -noral. This actual-
ly holds for all Instructional objectives. The cumulative
effect of related films, shown over a period of nine and re-
inforced by other Instruction, aay be general, bat oven here
the genera
3
aence Is limited to the area of instruction-
al content. Ifttis laplies that sponsoring agencies should
spell out the Instructional or informational objectives
the fila in very specific z&rsaa. Failure to define fila
ec Gives specifically at she planning stage of production
handicaps fila production severely and reduces the proba-
bility that the fila will be as effective as possib
;i a like aanner, She Influence of a action picture in-
creases as the content of the fila is directly relevant to
the audience reaction it is intended to Influence. Subject
aatter oon ..ent and fila treatment are instruaontal, always
and only, to soae end product of audience response. ill
in turn emphasises that fila sponsors aust be explicit as
to the instructional objectives in teras of the specific be-
havior the fila is Intended to Influence
.
-a aeans that
sponsors aust clearly indicate what or how the trainees are
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expected to know, think, feel, and do as a result of seeing
o filis.
Froui the principle of audience variability it can be
deduced that reactions to a bot Ion picture vary with fila
literacy, abstract intelligence, 1'oraal education, age, sex,
previous experience in the auojeot, and prejudice or pre-
disposition c idience. The fact that differences in
heredity ami social experience raean dlf fnrefces in reaction
to a fil», such differences increasing with maturity, pre-
sents implications for the fil» producer. While the influ-
ence of a filsi will generally be la the direction of the
bias of t'ie fllra, the anount of this influence will vary
asaong individuals, there are likely to bo Instances of
"reverse** or "boomerang** effects unless the files is appro-
priately planned, produced, and used. ;«s, effective fila
planning, production, and smploynent depend on reliable
information, attitudes, stage of training, intelligence, for-
aal education, and social outlook of the audience.
It is partieulary important that filta produoers take
critical care in applying picture priaacy to their instruc-
tional fllan). fact that the influence of the action
picture is prlflMrtly i picture, secondarily in the ac-
companying language and/or rausic, and is relatively unaffeot*
ed by "slick" production techniques cannot be obsoured.
Trainees learned sroors ft SB she pictures ttuta the commentary.
Learning involves discovery. <?ioturos make discovery possi-
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ble. Language articulates diaoovery or alerts the audience
co It. Appropriate music underscores mood. Therefore, no
producer should plan filai that does not lend itjalf to
fluent, picture conception and specification. Thia means
that .i'e-tninklng busi dominate verbal-thinking in the
over-all p: ta prooeaa unci language (cooraontary, nar-
ration, and dialog) ahould toe bald t: . motion
picture.
in a like nanjjcir, producers rauat ke«p in mind the iapor-
.ce of pictorial context. Response to notion pictures is
selective inn of ttM fwfflHefflty and »5 loan— to
the mslaaa* of the pictorial context in which the action
titles plaoe. Hot everything shown or said in a notion pic-
ture is seen or heard by the audience. Ilipian to films
can be said to bt selective, not photograph:. .. . canes and
sentences art* s on and heard when the pic -orial background
is familiar and the action or object is significant to the
audience, i-ssentiallj, Mat** Mai ise. lies not in the
action itself, out in the importance of the M
I
aot In
the close-ups, but in the , Tiounce of the objects in
close-ups; oot la the manner of performing the ta. , la
the reality of flat task to the audience. Thus, no matter
What form or areat—at is used in a film, isapor fcaai soenes
&na interpretations must be uade to appear important to I
audience.
Ea? like importance *i Una subjectivity of the fila.
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Response to a sjotl on picture is wo at intense, efficient,
and predictable when tti«i pictorial cement is subjective
to Uio audio noo. fhlfl es both to the camera position
from which the content is photographed, and to the way the
content is present m subjective careera-angle is con-
sidered superior to the objective or 180 degree angle fre-
quently used In instructional film production dealing with
the teaching of xaotor tasks. Moreover, direct instructions
and. direct address to the audience are bettor than the third-
person, passive voice, and ahowinj; errors the trainees are
likely to make in piffa—Inn, a task improves an Ins true tl on-
al fila. This impliea to she flla producer that he should
bruat :he content of a film the way the audience views the
uhjeot, and the treatment aUtnM be developed so the audi-
ence can see itself in the picture, and admire the principle
characters. s latter tttftlleation is important because
the prestige value attached by the audience to the role of
the principle character (protagonist) increases the influ-
ence of a film on attitudes and factual laami
3 deaonstruted in chapter V of this study, the rate of
development of the subject content of a particular film is
an easent.-.al factor influencing learn o be derived
frora the film. The impact of a notion picture on its audi-
ence can often be traced to Mb* Influence of the development
rate. As has been ft, wnere learning rather than enter-
tainment is involved, a slow rather than a rapi-i rate of
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development is neoeaaary. Uapid rate of development in HM
preaonsa cion of a subject in instructional xilraa reduce a
the amount of learning from the film, consequently, film-
makers must keep in zaind tnat the rate of learning of the
audience ia generally slower than the subject iaatter export
may Chink. a important, then, Ksmt cnere be no attempt
u> cover too much grounu too quickly in any jne film, but
rather that an efiort be si&de to gea the rate of develop-
ment of a film o rate of learning of the audience.
.h as inatruotional techniques built into a film
or applied by the instructor to fit a particular filra sub-
atantially increase the inatruotional offecci v^neas of a
filra, it oonooves filra producers to design appropriate in-
struct:, anal teclxniquea and methods directly into inatruo-
tional films, particularly when conaitione of use are likely
to be less than the b*<at. Such teohnlques would involve
relevant orientation to and/or relevant summary of the sub-
ject content of the film, audienoe participation (or prac-
tice) during or following a film showing, repeated film
showings and/or repetition wi thin a film, and an adequate
knowledge of results of learning.
A final principle governing she influenoe of films on
learning b havior involves instructor leadership. There can
be no denying the fact c^tit she efficiency of learning per-
formance of a group to whom a film or filristrip is exhibited
ia influenced by the leadership of the inatructor who usee
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the film or films trip, as well as by the effectiveness of
the film m 'lp itself, re strong implica-
tions to auppoi3, ovider.ee that films cannot substitute
completely for the fjood instructor, exr haps in
joific, isolated situations. tarefore, effective train-
of instructors still remains one of the most ossontial
assets in providing the greatest effectiveness in ills* in-
struct! on. This tenet is borne out by the fact thj»t one of
the »oat signifleant findings of current filn research la
the fact that the amount that trainees learn from a film
^nds not only on the film itself, and the audience it-
self, out also on the motivation and morale that result
from the leederehl 11 ties of the instructor. tiva-
tion and morale carry over to film learning, even when the
instructor is not actually present, dur: \m film showli
Unmistakably, high morale Cleans high learning, low morale
means low learning from a film 2Z)
>m a review of motion picture film research and tae
investigation conducted bf this study, there clearly emerge sev-
eral basic and all onconpassioc" conclusions applicable to mo-
tion pictures in training, orientation and information: (1)
1. The educ 1 effectiveness of films can be 1m-
>ved, but to do so, steps must be taicen all alow?, the line
fr the n of the film idea to the employment of the
film in instruction, and not simply at the ction stage.
2. The effectiveness of filr»a in instruction depends on
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the relationship of she film m»H to the audience and the
relevance of their use, and not solely on the film Itself.
3. Within the film, treatment of the aontent la fcwnns
of psychologic it 1 and instructional principles gavaVBlaf audi-
ence reaction Is of greatest importance, i ilm techniques in-
volving special effects and elaborate auaioal cores appear
to be of minor importance.
.nally, then, it can be emphasized that the major con-
tention of this study was that certain principles operate to
faoilitiate or to impede learning. arrangement and admin-
istration of learning situations is governed by instruction
itself. Ihen learning situations are arranged and a minis-
tered so that basic principles of learning are used to facil-
itate learning, the effectiveness of instruction may be ex-
pected to improve. Unfortunately, in actual practice, in-
struction often is conducted with a ne lect of facilitating
principles of learning. Hot infrequently, these principles
may operate in instructional situations in such a way even
as to retard learning. Obviously, the ineffectiveness of
this type of instruction is not deliberate, rather it stems
from a lack of understanding of the principles involved.
Instructional motion pictures, which means motion pic-
tures involving the prearrangement of learning situations
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so as to facilities learning, will be moat effective when
they are produced with a thoughtful use of those princi-
ples that encourage learnl: \ The leaat Itoat can be oon-
ecientio si;/ &?rree,' to is that instructional filxaa should
not, violate facilitating principle a of learning, (S
It can be assumed from this study that motion picture a
and television are potentially powerful isaas communication
devices, Further research seems Indicated in order to
more clearly determine the effect of this power and influ-
ence In all fields of education
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